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AG EN DA
A.

CALL TO ORDER
1. Roll Call
2. Review of Agenda by the Board and Addition of Items of New Business to the
Agenda for Consideration by the Board

B.

CONSENT CALENDAR
1. Approval of the March 9, 2022 minutes

C.

BOARD ACTION
1. Application for Certificate of Alteration (COA) – Eaton House

D.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
1. Nicole Towne, Communications Coordinator – discuss public relations
preparations for Open House
a. Various documents (Open House flyer, poster, etc.)
b. Trivia worksheet
c. Survey
2. Plaques – ordered – 5-6 weeks until delivery. Certificates – final design in
process
3. Meeting with DDA – preservation of Main Street Facades – update
4. Caitlin Heusser – update on Preservation Plan proposals

E.

COMMUNICATIONS
1. Communications from the Historic Preservation Commission
2. Communications from Town Board liaison
3. Communications from Staff

F.

ADJOURN

The Town of Windsor will make reasonable accommodations for access to town services, programs,
and activities, and will make special communication arrangements for persons with disabilities.
Please call 970-674-2400 by noon on the day prior to the meeting to make arrangements.

Applicants may discuss the requests and the recommendations with staff during normal business
hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except holidays. For the convenience of the
applicants, appointments are recommended.
Upcoming Meeting Dates*
Wednesday April 13, 2022
Wednesday May 11, 2022
Wednesday June 8, 2022
Wednesday July 14,2022

*

5:45 P.M.
5:45 P.M.
5:45 P.M.
5:45 P.M.

Regular HPC Meeting
Regular HPC Meeting
Regular HPC Meeting
Regular HPC Meeting

May not include any Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) work sessions which may be
requested and may also be scheduled for these dates. Regular meeting dates may be
changed to a work session at the discretion of the Chair when no action items are present.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
March 9, 2022
First Floor Conference Room
301 Walnut Street, Windsor, CO 80550

MINUTES
A. CALL TO ORDER
Ms. Zuckweiler called the meeting to order at 5:45 pm
1. Roll Call
Board members in attendance:

Absent:
Also in attendance:

Jean Zuckweiler
ToniRae Andres
Melanie Starck
Ruth Brunner
Kris Jabs
Cheryl Snigg-Cordova
Julie Cline, Town Board Liaison
Caitlin Heusser, Museum Curator
Laura Browarny, Culture Supervisor
Scott Ballstadt, Planning Director
Kim Lambrecht, Planner 1

2. Review of Agenda by the Board and Addition of Items of New Business to the Agenda
for Consideration by the Board.
There were no changes to the agenda.
B. CONSENT CALENDAR
1. Upon a duly made motion by Ms. Brunner and seconded by Ms. Starck, the consent
calendar was approved 4-0.
C. BOARD ACTION
1. Resolution 2022-001 – Amendment to Bylaws to allow Virtual Meetings: moved by Ms.
Brunner, seconded by Ms. Andres – passed unanimously.
D. DISCUSSION
1. Review latest Plaque options – the HPC agreed to have Option D. as the final selection.
2. Open House – Ms. Andres is still working with Breweries to get beer donated for the
event; Ms. Brunner has made the trivia questions and suggested prizes; Nicole has posted
the draft of the survey on SurveyMonkey; ideas for a rack card with a QR code for the
RK video for example; and discussed the certificates for possible ideas and to have some
at the event.

Minutes
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3. PR for Open House – Nicole in communication has ideas - Windsor Matters, social
media posts, posters, sandwich board, use of Rec center calendar, etc.; a group photo will
be taken for possible social media posts
4. Grant award – Ms. Heusser shared the news of the grant award and shared hours of each
HPC member to donate (18) - may possibly be meeting with the contracted consultant for
vision and other collaboration. Ms. Heusser may email proposals to us for our perusal
before the work session.
E. COMMUNICATIONS
1. Communications from the Historic Preservation Commission - Ms. Andres shared
information about the Clearview Library Friends and Foundation Author Talk on March
19.
2. Communications from Town Board liaison – Ms. Cline shared information about Arbor
Day and the art selection process for the annual calendar; mentioned the Town’s annual
tree sale; and provided information about the Town Board election candidate forum
3. Communications from Staff - none
F. ADJOURN
Upon a duly made motion by Ms. Andres and duly seconded, the meeting was adjourned at
7:19 p.m.

____________________________
Kim Lambrecht, Planner 1

MEMO RANDUM
Dat e:
To:
From:
Re:
It e m #:

Ap ri l 13 , 2 02 2
Hi st o ri c P r e se r vat io n C o m m i s si on
Ki m b e r ly L am b r e ch t, Pl an ne r I I
Ce rt if i ca te o f A lte r a ti on – E ato n H ous e
C. 1

Ba c kg r o u n d / Di sc us s io n
The applicant Ms. Laura Browarny, has submitted an application for a Certificate of Alteration on behalf of
the property owner, the Town of Windsor, for the Eaton House, located at 130 N. 5 th Street. Municipal
Code Section 15-6-90(a) requires that a Certificate of Alteration be approved prior to any alterations to
designated landmark site:
No person shall carry out or permit to be carried out on a designated landmark site or in a
designated historic district any new construction, alteration, removal or demolition of a building or
other designated feature without first obtaining a landmark alteration certificate for the proposed
work under this Section, as well as any other permits required by this Code or other ordinances of
the Town.
The major alterations proposed to the Eaton House are summarized in the attached memo prepared by
Ms. Browarny. Additional detail is available in the enclosed Historic Structure Assessment for the Eaton
House, prepared by the Collaborative, inc. and Atkinson-Noland & Associates, Inc.
Re v i ew C ri t e r ia:
Section 15-16-130 of the Municipal Code includes review criterial for issuing a Certificate of Alteration. It
states that an alteration certificate shall only be issues if:
…the Commission determines that the proposed work would not detrimentally alter, destroy or
adversely affect any architectural or landscape feature which contributes to the original historical
designation. The Commission must find that a proposed development is visually compatible with
designated historic structures located on the property in terms of design, finish, material, scale,
mass and height.
Compatible is defined as follows:
Consistent with, harmonious with and/or enhances the mixture of complementary architectural
styles, either of the architecture of an individual structure or the character of the surrounding
structures.
The following criteria are provided to determine compatibility:
(1) The effect upon the general historical and architectural character of the structure and property.
(2) The architectural style, arrangement, texture and material used on the existing and proposed
structures and their relation and compatibility with other structures.

(3) The size of the structure, its setbacks, its site, location and the appropriateness thereof, when
compared to existing structures and the site.
(4) The compatibility of accessory structures and fences with the main structure on the site, and
with other structures.
(5) The effects of the proposed work in creating, changing, destroying or otherwise impacting the
exterior architectural features of the structure upon which such work is done.
(6) The condition of existing improvements and whether they are a hazard to public health and
safety.
(7) The effects of the proposed work upon the protection, enhancement, perpetuation and use of
the property.
(8) Compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation as listed below:
a. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires
minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and
environment.
b. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall
be avoided.
c. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be
undertaken.
Re c o m m en d at i o n
Staff recommends that the Historic Preservation Commission approve the application for a Certificate of
Alteration for the Eaton House, with the following findings of fact:
1. The proposed work will not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or
landscape feature which contributes to the original historical designation
2. The proposed development is visually compatible with the designate historic structures locations
on the property in terms of design, finish, material, scale, mass and height.
At ta c h m e n ts
Application Materials
PowerPoint presentation
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Town of Windsor Museums
Art & Heritage Center
116 5th Street
Windsor, CO 80550

Memorandum
Date: April 4, 2022
To: Historic Preservation Commission
From: Laura Browarny, Culture Supervisor
Re: Eaton House Certificate of Alteration Application
Location: 130 N 5th Street
Background/Discussion
The applicant, Laura Browarny, Culture Supervisor and representative of the Town of Windsor
Museums, have overseen the design development for the rehabilitation of the Eaton House
and is submitting this application for a Certificate of Alteration. The Eaton House was
designated a local historical landmark in 2015, and this application is in accordance with
Municipal Code Section 15-6-90(a) requiring that an Alteration Certificate be approved prior
to any physical alterations to designated landmarks take place:
No person shall carry out or permit to be carried out on a designated
landmark site or in a designated historic district any new construction,
alteration, removal or demolition of a building or other designated
feature without first obtaining a landmark alteration certificate for the
proposed work under this Section, as well as any other permits required
by this Code or other ordinances of the Town.
The major alterations proposed for the Eaton House are outlined below, with more details
available in the construction documents contained in this packet.
1. Building Exterior
a. Repairs and repointing will be done on the stone foundation.
b. Damaged bricks on the northwest corner specifically will be turned so that the
sound inner corners will be exposed.
c. The two first story windows on the west side of the building (kitchen windows)
will be extended to their original size to match the other windows of the house.
d. There is currently lead paint on the brick exterior of the building which will not
be removed at this time. It will be stabilized by an industrial hygienist
consultant.
e. The current masonry ties will be stabilized and the large bolts that are currently
visible will be replaced with stars.
970.674.3502
museums@windsorgov.com
www.recreationliveshere.com/culture

Town of Windsor Museums
Art & Heritage Center
116 5th Street
Windsor, CO 80550

f.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The wood-shingled gable ends are currently in a condition that is allowing
water, insects, and animals into the attic space of the building. All of the
wooden shingles will be carefully removed so that a metal sheet can be place
over the area before reinstalling the wooden shingles. It is estimated that
around 20% of the shingles will need to be replaced in kind; the remaining
80% will be preserved.
g. Two new windows will be added to the second floor on the south and east
sides in order to bring more light into the workspace planned for that room.
These new windows will be plain and modern in appearance so as to not be
mistaken for historical windows.
North Addition
a. The north addition, which is not original, will be adapted for use as a classroom
space.
b. The windows will be repaired and respaced so that they are event distributed
across the north side of the building.
c. A new window and a door will be added to the west side of the north addition
d. Three skylights will be added to allow more light into the classroom
Front (east) Porch
a. The now-enclosed front porch will be reopened to have a half wall and porch
posts and will become the main point of entry for the building.
b. The original columns still exist and have been framed into the porch enclosure.
These will be preserved and reused for the front porch.
c. The north section of the porch will be screened in order to provide an outdoor
space free of mosquitoes.
d. Concrete steps will be added to the east side of the porch across from the
main entry door.
South Addition
a. The south addition is not historical, but it is the only part of the building that is
plumbed for a restroom, and so it will remain extant
b. An ADA ramp will lead into the south door of this addition
Interior Alterations
a. In order to meet code requirements, the stairwell will be widened and a turn
added at the top and bottom in order to decrease rise/run ratio.
b. The upstairs hallway will be widened by moving the west wall to the west by
5.5 inches.
c. Doorways will be widened to meet ADA guidelines.

970.674.3502
museums@windsorgov.com
www.recreationliveshere.com/culture

Town of Windsor Museums
Art & Heritage Center
116 5th Street
Windsor, CO 80550

d. All kitchen cabinets and counters will be removed so that windows can be
restored. A small serving kitchen with fridge, range, and dishwasher will be
installed on the south wall of the kitchen.
e. Contractors will attempt to preserve hardwood floors wherever possible. Some
Floors are covered in asbestos tiling, which will be removed by industrial
hygienists.
Review Criteria
Section 15-16-130 of the Municipal Code includes review criteria for issuing a certificate of
alteration. It states an alteration certificate shall only be issued if:
…the Commission determines that the proposed work would not detrimentally
alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or landscape feature which
contributes to the original historical designation. The Commission must find
that a proposed development is visually compatible with designated historic
structures located on the property in terms of design, finish, material, scale,
mass and height.
Compatible is define as follows: Consistent with, harmonious with and/or enhances the
mixture of complementary architectural styles, either of the architecture of an individual
structure or the character of the surrounding structures.
The following criteria are provided to determine compatibility:
1. The effect upon the general historical and architectural character of the structure and
property.
2. The architectural style, arrangement, texture and material used on the existing and
3. proposed structures and their relation and compatibility with other structures.
4. The size of the structure, its setbacks, its site, location and the appropriateness
thereof, when compared to existing structures and the site.
5. The compatibility of accessory structures and fences with the main structure on the
site, and with other structures.
6. The effects of the proposed work in creating, changing, destroying or otherwise
7. impacting the exterior architectural features of the structure upon which such work is
8. done.
9. The condition of existing improvements and whether they are a hazard to public
health and safety.

970.674.3502
museums@windsorgov.com
www.recreationliveshere.com/culture

Town of Windsor Museums
Art & Heritage Center
116 5th Street
Windsor, CO 80550

10. The effects of the proposed work upon the protection, enhancement, perpetuation
and use of the property.
11. Compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation as listed
below:
a. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its
site and environment.
b. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The
removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.
c. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and
use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as
adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings,
shall not be undertaken.
Attachments
1. Certificate of Alteration Application
2. Eaton House written narrative
3. Current photographs of the building
4. Full construction documents

970.674.3502
museums@windsorgov.com
www.recreationliveshere.com/culture

Certificate of Alteration Application
Eaton House, 130 N 5th St. Windsor, CO
The Town of Windsor Museums is seeking a Certificate of Alteration to conduct a historic rehabilitation
project on the locally designated Eaton House, located at 100 N 5 th Street. The proposed alterations will
bring the building up to code and ADA compliance while retaining the historic integrity of the exterior of
the building. The interior of the building will be altered for adaptive reuse as a nature education center
including a classroom, visitor center, community gathering space, and staff offices.
The Eaton House was built by Benjamin Harrison Eaton in 1903 to house irrigation ditch workers and
ditch riders. Eaton built many such boarding houses in the area, but most have been lost. Irrigation was
big business in the west, and B.H. Eaton was a prominent figure is Colorado History. He played a pivotal
role in the development of water laws in Colorado and beyond, and many of his ideas are still being put
into practice today. He was also the fourth governor of Colorado from 1885 to 1887. The Eaton House
symbolizes the importance of water in northern Colorado for the environment and industry alike.
As there are no historic photos of the Eaton House, the preservation consultants had to rely on forensic
architectural evaluation to determine original features, additions, and finishes. The proposed plans
reflect what was determined to be historically accurate. The biggest alterations to the exterior of the
building include removal of the white lead paint to expose the red brick beneath. This brick is left over
from the construction of the Great Western Sugar Factory, and so is historic in its own right.
There are three additions on the building on the north, south, and east sides. All of these additions will
remain in some form. The north addition, which is believed to have been added in the 1920s, will
become the classroom space of the B.H. Eaton Nature Center. The drop ceilings will be removed to add
height to the space, and skylights will be added to bring in more light. The windows of this addition are
historical; however, it was determined that they were sourced from another building that was
demolished around the time that this addition was added. These windows will be preserved and reused,
but the spacing will be altered to make it more even across the north side of the building.
The south addition was added in the 1960s or 70s and contains the only restroom facility in the building.
This addition will also remain in place and the current restroom will be updated for ADA compliance. For
capacity requirements, a second, non-accessible restroom will also be added into the south addition.
The east addition was originally an open front porch that was enclosed at an unknown time. The original
porch columns remain in situ and have been incorporated into the walls currently enclosing the porch.
The proposed plan will re-open this porch and make it the main entrance to the building. A portion of
the porch will be screened in so that people can gather outdoors on the porch without being bothered
by the significant mosquito populations near the lake.
Other alterations to the current exterior of the building include restoration of all windows. The windows
on the east side of the building looking out from the kitchen have been shortened to accommodate the
kitchen sink and counters. These windows will be returned to their original size. There will also be two
additional windows created in the second floor. These windows will allow more light to come in to the
office space that is planned for that area. These new windows will be modern in appearance so as to
make it obvious that they are not original to the building.

The interior of the building will see some structural changes that will bring it up to code. The most
drastic of these changes will be to the staircase to the second floor. As it is stands, the stairs are too
short and steep and the stairway is too narrow. These issues will be remedied by moving the wall to
widen the staircase and adding two turns to the stairs so that they can be the correct rise and run. The
upstairs hallway will also be widened slightly in order to make it feasible to bring office furniture
upstairs.
The historic preservation contractors for this project will be selected by the same team of preservation
architects that created the design and construction documents. This team will also remain on the
project as the construction managers to make sure that preservation efforts are complete correctly,
plans are followed precisely, and that all historical finishes in the building are retained to the greatest
extent possible. This includes hardwood floors, windows, plaster, brick, and original hardware.

Adjacent Property Owners:
Miller, Kendra & Michael
201 Birch Street
Maxwell, Martha
203 Birch Street
Kingery, Catherine & Jason
131 N 6th Street
Berens, John & Verna
129 N 6th Street

Historic Structure Assessment
for the Town of Windsor

Eaton House
130 North 5th Street * Windsor, Colorado 80550

Eaton House, 2016
Photo Courtesy of the Town of Windsor

This project was paid for in part by a State Historical Fund Grant from History Colorado,
State Historical Fund Project No. 2015-HA-022
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Prepared by:
the Collaborative, inc.
2080 Pearl Street
Boulder, CO 80302
303.442.3601 • FAX 303.449.3666
info@thecollaborativeinc.net

Atkinson-Noland & Associates, Inc.
2619 Spruce Street
Boulder, CO 80302
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Research Background/Project Participants
Participants
John Feinberg, Architectural Conservator, TCI
Dave Woodham, Structural Engineer, ANA
Weather Conditions
The weather during the March 1, 2016 site visit was clear to partly cloudy, with
temperatures in the 50s.
Funding Partners
This project was paid for in part by a History Colorado—State Historical Fund
grant (Project No. SHF #2015-HA-022) and the Town of Windsor.

1.2 Building Location
The building is located at 130 North 5th Street, Windsor, Colorado 80550. The legal
description is Lakeview Subdivision, Block 4, Lots 5-6.
On the following pages please find vicinity maps, a site plan, and overview photos of the
building’s four elevations.
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Vicinity Maps
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Site Plan
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Overall Elevations

Photo 1: Overall west elevation

Photo 2: Overview of north elevation
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Photo 3: Overall east elevation

Photo 4: Overview of south elevation
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2.0 History and Use
Property History and Project Description
Benjamin Harrison Eaton
The Eaton House was built in 1902, by
Benjamin Harrison Eaton, early irrigation
developer, fourth Colorado Territorial
Governor, and tenth governor of the State of
Colorado (1885-1887). Gov. Eaton was born
in Ohio in 1833. He began his career as a
surveyor for the Ohio Line Railroad. Moving
west, he purchased a farm in Iowa in 1857.
But in 1859, he and fellow Iowan farmers
left on the quest for Colorado gold by
joining the Columbus City (Iowa) Pikes Peak
Expedition. Failing to find gold, the farmers
returned to Iowa, but Eaton stayed west and
fought with Colonel “Kit” Carson during the
Civil War. When the war ended, Eaton and
his family settled on his purchase of 25,000
acres in northeastern Colorado in 1866,
with a claim to the Cache la Poudre River
water.
Photo 5: Benjamin Harrison Eaton.
Eaton then turned to politics. He began as
Source:
an elected Justice of the Peace in 1866. “The
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
election of 1872 brought Eaton to the
Benjamin_Harrison_Eaton (5/18/16)
territorial legislature; and then in 1875 to
the territorial senate.” In 1884, a majority
elected him to be the tenth Governor of the State of Colorado; there he served from 18851887.
Eaton was one of the leading developers and investors in irrigation methods in the semiarid climate of northern Colorado, and is credited with establishing some of the earliest
and longest lasting legislation regarding water usage in the region. Some of his specific
successes include the Millpower Canal (1871); the Plumb, Larimer and Weld Canal (1877);
the Highline Canal (1880); and the Windsor Reservoir (1882). Because of these efforts,
northeastern Colorado’s sugar beet industry flourished. Eaton built a number of houses in
the region to accommodate his irrigation ditch workers; he built the present-day Eaton
House for such use.
Benjamin Harrison Eaton died in Greeley on October 29, 1904. In honor of his
achievements, the town in northeastern Colorado bears his name and his stained glass
portrait is one of sixteen that adorns the state's capitol dome.
Eaton House, Windsor, Colorado
The Eaton House in Windsor is a small two-story home. While it remains in its original
location, it is currently within Boardwalk Park. The building was originally comprised of a
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two-story original brick structure. It has three additions of wood frame construction that
were added in later years (dates unknown). On the east elevation is an enclosed porch with
windows; on the north elevation is a bedroom addition; and on the south elevation, the
addition houses a first-floor bathroom, exterior entry and associated mudroom, and the
entry via stairs to the basement. The home now sits in a state of disrepair on the edge of
Lake Windsor, formerly known as the Hollister Lake/Kern Reservoir.
Table 1

Currently the home is used for temporary storage of large exhibit items from the Town of
Windsor Museum collection, such as large furniture items and appliances, as well as tools
and various other items.
The house was designated as a local landmark in February of 2016, by Town of Windsor
Ordinance 2015-1493, as passed by the Town Board. It is intended to include the home in
future interpretive elements at the Museum, coinciding with a landscaping Master Plan of
the entire Museum at Boardwalk Park that will open the site to year round visitation and
utilization.
The interpretation and preservation of the Eaton House is vital to the irrigation story,
which the Museum presents. The home represents a physical sign of a founder’s resilience
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in making agriculture a success in Northern Colorado. This significance in the historical
interpretation at the park is the crux of the educational plan for the Museum in the future.
Repairs were made in 2014, to stabilize the building foundation where the south wall of
the home was buckling. Upon general inspection of the building during that repair, it was
theorized that there may be additional major repairs needed. For instance, the porch
structures that were added to the original building are in a poor state and appear to be
pulling against the main building, shifting the foundation and potentially endangering its
structural integrity. Further investigation is required to determine the extent of existing
damage and to create a long-term plan for repair. This was the reason for first pursuing a
Historic Structure Assessment grant through the State Historical Fund, before moving
toward a Master Plan for the building. The structure assessment will provide a clear vision
of the structural condition of the building, and provide a direction for how to properly
preserve and restore this significant building.
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2.2 Floor Plans
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2.3 Proposed Re-Use(s)
The current use of the building is for artifacts storage. At this time, the entire historic park
is being master planned and the use of the Eaton house will transition to a different use, as
yet not fully defined but expected to interpret the life and accomplishments of Benjamin
Harrison Eaton. While he did serve as the Colorado Governor for two years, it is his life’s
focus on the development of irrigation systems that is likely to be the prime focus of the
exhibits. Irrigation systems began in the state in San Luis, Colorado, brought to the new
world by the Spanish who learned the practice from the Moors during their 700 years of
occupation of parts of Spain. Eaton’s accomplishments included the development of
numerous irrigation-focused companies that altered the agricultural practices in his
geographic area of focus of northeast Colorado (see the History for more detail).
In addition to exhibits, the Eaton house is being considered as a place for public gatherings
and, given the size of the dining/living room, one could qualify the expected gatherings as
“intimate.” Public use may bring with it needs for an improved and ADA compliant
restroom, ADA access to and through the first story, and the ongoing use of the kitchen as
catering support space. Additional structural support of the first floor will be required. A
heating system would extend the ability to use the space to beyond the warm months and
protect the new plumbing pipes from freezing. The rise to run ratio of the staircase is a
limit on second story use. Additional floor loading calculations based upon additional
investigation of framing members’ condition and strength would determine if additional
strengthening of the second story floor would be required for office use. The re-use plan
will enable the home to be used by the community, enhancing the quality of life in Windsor
through education.
The Rehabilitation Standard will apply; the house will not be restored.
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3.0 Structure Condition Assessment
Below is the CHS’s rating system for assistance in describing conditions. Those ratings and
their definitions have been adopted for this contract.
• Good Condition
It is intact, structurally sound, and performing its intended purpose.
There are few or no cosmetic imperfections.
It needs no repair and only minor or routine maintenance.
• Fair Condition
There are early signs of wear, failure, or deterioration, although the feature or
element is generally structurally sound and performing its intended purpose.
There is a failure of a sub-component of the feature or element.
Replacement of up to 25 percent of the feature or element is required.
Replacement of a defective sub-component of the feature or element is
required.
• Poor Condition
It is no longer performing its intended purpose.
It is missing.
It shows signs of imminent failure or breakdown.
Deterioration or damage affects more than 25 percent of the feature or element
and cannot be adjusted or repaired.
It requires major repair or replacement.”
3.1 Site
Associated Landscape Features
Vegetation
Description: Typical ground cover is turf grass. The boundaries for the site for this HSA are
10 feet out from the elevations and within this site zone, there are no trees or shrubs.
Condition Evaluation: There is one area of bare dirt at and around the southeast building
corner. Otherwise the grass condition is good.
Treatment Recommendation: Prepare the soil and seed the bare area with varietal to
match the existing.
Hard Surfaces (Walkways and Stairs)
Description: There is a series of two concrete walks that parallel the south elevation, one
runs along the south elevation of the south addition, and the other fills in the area to the
east of the south addition extending to the east addition enclosed porch entry. Along the
west elevation, a third concrete walkway extends on a north-south axis parallel to the
elevation and out from it some 5 feet. At the two entries there are concrete entry stairs: a
three riser two tread entry to the east addition enclosed porch, and a four riser three tread
entry to the south addition.
Condition Evaluation: The concrete walks are in poor condition: east of the south addition
the concrete is cracked and there are missing pieces, the concrete in-fill area (east of the
south addition and north of the south elevation) is cracked and back drains toward the
house. The concrete entry stairs of the enclosed porch are in fair condition with a through
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crack and differences in riser height beyond those allowed by code. The cause of both the
crack and the differential riser height is settlement. The steps have settled, creating a short
first step (closest to ground). The entry stairs to the south addition exhibit cracks,
corner/edge chips, and significant differences in riser height as originally cast. These stairs
are in one unit, and are placed on top of the concrete sidewalk indicative of their having
been a later addition.
Treatment Recommendation: Remove and replace the deteriorated sections of hard
surface walkways with in-kind materials. While the extent of the materials should remain
the same, cross-slopes away from the building of 2 percent should be created. This will
require some fill in the area from the east elevation of the south addition eastward. All fill
should be compacted to 95% Procter density.
The two sets of entry stairs should be replaced in-kind.
Grading
Drainage and Topography
Description: The site is fairly flat. Confirmation of grades indicates a range of 1 to 3 percent
within 10 feet of the building elevations.
Condition Evaluation: The gradients are less than the desired 5% for 10 feet. The condition
is judged to be fair, however, the ground appears to be well drained with reasonably good
absorption as evaluated on the basis of a general lack of efflorescence on the interior
surface of the foundation walls. There is a reverse grade at the south elevation of the
original building.
Treatment Recommendation: The opportunity to achieve the desired slopes in the 10-foot
zone is possible on all elevations except the south elevation. At this elevation there are
concrete walks (see below) and if the recommended treatment of their replacement is
followed, a cross slope of 2 percent away from the building will assist in drainage control.
Parking
Gravel Drive
Description: A gravel surfaced drive and parking area is south of the south elevation
concrete walkway.
Condition Evaluation: It is in good condition.
Treatment Recommendation: No treatment is recommended.
Archaeology
Archaeological monitoring/mitigation is required by a number of state and federal
regulations when any ground disturbance results from preservation activities where there
is state and/or federal involvement.
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3.2 Structural System
General Structural System Description
The original Eaton House is a two-story home with fired clay masonry exterior walls, stone
masonry foundations, and wood framed floors, roof, and interior walls. The original
structure has several additions—a porch on the east elevation, a simple shed roof addition
on the north elevation, and a gabled roof addition on the south elevation. A portion of the
crawl space is excavated to a depth of approximately 6 feet and is accessible from a cellar
door and stairs in the south addition.
Foundation Systems—Basement Walls Structural Evaluation
Description: Foundation walls are constructed of Lyons Formation Sandstone laid with a
sand-lime mortar (see mortar tests below). The exterior fired clay masonry walls are
founded on the stone masonry and begin slightly below the grade on the exterior of the
house. The stone masonry also supports the first floor joists that run north to south in the
original house.
Condition Evaluation: Based on visual observations, the foundation walls are in fair
condition due to select areas of mortar loss and mortar cracking on the south elevation,
and settlement and cracks in segments of the west elevation. In addition there are seven
loose bricks on the south elevation that require resetting.

Photo 6. View of north foundation and stone and fired clay masonry wall in crawl space.
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Photo 7. Repair of south wall is recommended including relaying loose brick as shown in
photo above and then ensuring several joists have proper bearing on the south wall.
Treatment Recommendation: These walls will require repairs to segments of the south and
west elevations by mortar replacement and resetting seven bricks.
Floor & Ceiling Systems
First Floor Structural Evaluation
Description: The first floor is framed with nominal 2 x 8 inch joists at 16 inches on center
that support ¾ inch tongue and groove wood flooring and, in some instances, an additional
layer of flooring such as resilient floor tiles or sheet goods.
Condition Evaluation: The floor joists are likely overstressed for the span across the entire
first floor and there have been previous attempts to support the floor joists in several
improvised ways to reduce deflections in the floor.
Treatment Recommendations: A comprehensive mid-span support system for the floor
joists should be designed and installed to reduce bending stresses in the existing members
to allowable levels and reduce floor deflections.
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Second Floor Structural Evaluation
Description: The second floor is framed with nominal 2 x 8 inch joists at 16 inches on
center that support ¾ inch tongue and groove wood flooring and a plaster over wood lath
ceiling.
Condition Evaluation: Similarly, the second floor joists are likely overstressed depending
on determination of the wood species and grading.
Treatment Recommendation: The simplest recommendation is to limit public occupancy
and limit storage to no more than 15 pounds per square foot on the second floor. If this is
unacceptable, the joist species and grade should be determined by additional
investigations and this information then used to perform an engineering analysis of the
floor system. Strengthening (e.g., sistering the existing joists) may still be required.
Room Framing Systems
Description: The original roof of the Eaton House is framed with nominal 2 x 4 inch rafters
at 16 inches on center without a ridge board. The roof is pitched at an 8-inch rise per 12inch run. There are nominal 1 x 6 inch sheathing boards, with roughly 2-inch gaps between
each board, perpendicular to and nailed to the tops of the rafters. An additional sheathing
layer of oriented strand board (OSB) was later added above the original sheathing. Ceiling
joists are also nominal 2 x 4 inch joists at 16 inches on center supporting a plaster and
wood lath ceiling. The ceiling joists function as collar ties for the roof. There are several
ceiling joists connected to the roof rafters with hangers made of 1-inch thick wood
members of various widths.
Condition Evaluation: The existing roof rafters are understrength for building coderequired combinations of dead, snow, and live loads.1

1REFERENCES:

The following design criteria were used from the Town of Windsor web page:
https://www.municode.com/library/co/windsor/codes/charter_and_municipal_code?nodeId=WI_CH18BURE_
ARTIIINBUCO

Material weights for dead load calculations were taken from ASCE 7-10, Minimum Design Loads for Buildings
and Other Structures, American Society of Civil Engineers, 2013.
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Treatment Recommendations: We recommend sistering all roof rafters with a nominal 2 x
6 inch member (DF 2 or better) attached to the side of the existing rafter. All ceiling joists
should have a new 2 x 4 inch hanger (DF 2 or better) attached from near the peak of the
roof to near mid-span of the joist. Blocking between rafters at the ridge should be installed
to supplement the missing ridge board and blocking should be placed between ceiling
joists at bearing points and at mid-span. The increased depth of the roof rafters (3½ to 5½
inches) will require removal of the plaster on the interior at the haunches along the north
and south walls and reinstallation of plaster over lath or gypsum board and tie in with the
plaster ceiling and walls. If removal of plaster at the haunches is unacceptable, another
method of strengthening should be devised with the strengthening members installed only
in the available space in the attic. Further engineering investigation and design would be
required, from a structural engineer, to accomplish this task.

Photo 8. Image in attic space. Note
occasional hangers between
ceiling joists and rafters.

3.3 Envelope—Exterior Walls
Exterior Wall Construction—Masonry
Description: The fired clay masonry walls are laid in running bond, typically with 8th
course headers. The walls at the ground level are three wythes and approximately 12
inches thick. Plaster was originally used as a finish on the interior, however a number of
the interior finishes have since been altered to furring with drywall or tile over plaster.
Consequently, current wall thicknesses vary on the ground floor of the original home.
At the second floor, the exterior walls transition to two wythes and are approximately 8
inches thick. The interior wythe terminates at the second floor line and provides bearing
for the second floor joists on the north and south exterior walls. The second floor has been
less altered and the original plaster is present on the interior of most of the exterior walls.
The exterior of the fired clay masonry walls are painted.
The original openings in the exterior masonry walls are spanned with segmental arches.
The newer openings are spanned with steel angle lintels.
General Condition Evaluation:
Coating: Paint obscures the conditions behind. Paint is in poor condition.
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Mortar: Few apparent open joints. West elevation repairs used an excessively hard mortar
with too much Portland cement.
Fired clay units: Some loss at building corners, such as abrasion and chips. Generally good
condition.
Cracking: Frequent cracks, some quite significant at west elevation. A high proportion of
cracks are above segmental arches above window openings. Historically, there has been
movement in this wall attributed to underground pipe installation with previous repair
attempts. Because this is a west elevation wall, it experiences significant diurnal expansion
and contraction forces leading to cracking of joints at segmental arches.
The exterior masonry walls are generally in good condition, however it would be advisable
to remove both layers of paint (estimated to have been applied mid century) from the
masonry if funds can be made available for the task. Typically, paints do not allow water
vapor to pass through them from the masonry underneath. This can create damage when
moisture is trapped in the masonry (behind the paint layer) during freezing conditions.
Although the structure has not been occupied for some years, there is evidence of previous
moisture damage in the exterior masonry walls. The paint layers have delaminated,
predominately over mortar joints, which are the primary path for moisture transport
through the walls. The peeling paint over the mortar joints indicates that pressures have
developed behind the paint causing localized failure of the paint layers and some
deterioration of the outermost mortar. There are three kinds of areas where there can be
moisture-caused damage on the wall: the areas that are on the upper walls and are
protected by the eaves, areas where moisture is concentrated such as below windows and
sidewall connections to roofs, and the field of the brick. One examines patterns of paint loss
in these various areas to determine if moisture is the cause. Where paint loss is localized at
the face of the mortar joints, the typical cause is expansion of the mortar due to moisture.
Where the paint is lost from the face of the brick, it is due to moisture saturation of the
brick and consequent vapor pressure. However, evidence of moisture damage can be seen
as bubbles arising from under the paint and is due to moisture vapor pressure. All of these
conditions have been seen on this building.
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Table 2. Exterior Conditions by Elevation and Floor
Elevation
East

Exposure
2nd Floor

South

1st Floor
(E. of
addition)
2nd Floor

West
1st Floor

2nd Floor
North

2nd Floor

Conditions
3 minor cracks at window arch mortar and rough repairs, and at
the SE corner open bed joint
Cracks are at the rounded corner, in the failed mortar at the top
edge of the board that is over the lower section, over window
one crack and embedded board, and through the bolted timber
that is a horizontal waler.
Cracks above addition’s roof extending to plate line
South segmental arch has two cracks through mortar joints
(appear inactive), same for north segmental arch, bolted timber
as horizontal waler, vertical cracks through mortar and bricks at
wall base with rotation, active stair step crack south of previous
area of repair (mainly mortar joints and some bricks), evidence
at north window that infill added to create shorter window.
South segmental arch has some mortar joint cracks and partially
open joints between voussoirs, same for north segmental arch,
some open bed joints at south window (lower 10% and sill),
chipped bricks at NW corner
Minor cracks, series of holes above floor plate location of second
floor (perhaps previous flashing)

Treatment Recommendation: Chemical strippers are the recommended removal method
for paint on historic masonry. Visible previous repointing on the west elevation has been
done with mortar that has inappropriate amounts of Portland cement. This mortar should
be removed and the mortar joints repointed with a softer mortar (see recommendations in
the mortar report below). Cracks, open mortar joints, and failed mortar, as noted in the
table above, should be repointed with same mortar formulation. Other areas with
inappropriate mortar may be apparent if the paint is removed from the exterior face of the
masonry walls and removal and repointing of mortar joints (as necessary) is
recommended.
Exterior Wall Construction—Wood
As discussed above, the original house was constructed of fired clay brick and the additions
to the south and north of stud framing. The east addition is essentially an enclosed porch
and is of hybrid construction using wood columns and beams with stud framing.
Conditions: Most of the wood framing is covered by intact siding and is thus not available
for observation as to its condition. In select areas, typically the bottom of each wood frame
wall, there is sufficient deterioration of the siding to allow limited observation of the base
of the wood framing. In each of these areas, specifically set out in the wood siding
evaluation that follows, the wood indicates deterioration due to moisture. The extent of
this deterioration will be observable at the time of wood siding removal in areas of siding
deterioration.
Treatments: Where wood studs indicate deterioration in the lower 3 feet, and the stud is at
least 8 feet in length, the deteriorated portion shall be removed and the stud sistered with
treated wood of similar dimension to the removed deteriorated stud with sufficient
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overlap to allow for competent connection by nail or screw attachments, and construction
adhesive. Where studs are less than 8 feet, such as under the windows or significant
portions of the east porch addition, the entire stud will be replaced with treated lumber of
similar dimensions to the removed deteriorated stud.
Where the members are larger than 2 inches by 4 inches and are of vertical orientation, the
same removal and replacement criteria shall be applied, however, replacement of
deteriorated vertical timber members rotted portions shall be with treated lumber with
connection made by a stepped scarf joint.
For horizontal stud frame sill plates or timber sill plates with deterioration of more than
10 percent, remove in its entirety and replace with treated wood of similar size to the
deteriorated member. Note that sill plates and timbers require protection from moisture
by setting above the level of moisture intrusion and by the installation of appropriate
flashing.
Exterior Finishes—Wood Siding
Description: There are multiple types of wood siding, four in total. The types and their
locations are indicated in the following table. In brief the four types are rounded edge 3.25inch exposure clapboards, beaded ceiling board (two in one), drop lap siding, and wood
shingles (square butt). The three additions are all wood framed and covered by wood
siding. The conditions of the wood siding of the three additions are described by addition.
The main original house is brick, however the gable ends are covered by wood shingles.
The east addition has multiple types of wood siding plus plywood covering openings (see
photo 9).
Table 3
Locations
Types
Names
East Addition, Enclosed Porch
Below original window sill on the south, east, and north
Round edged
1
elevations
clapboards, 3-1/4
inch exposure
Half gable ends, north and south elevations
South Addition
Lower portion, from side wall top plates down to and
over exposed foundation, East, South, and West
Wood shingles at gable end south upper
North Addition
Drop lap siding on west, north, and east elevations
Main House (original building)
From the second floor ceiling line on up at the gable
ends, east and west elevations

2

Beaded ceiling
board

3

Lap siding;
shiplap; drop lap;
boxcar

4

Wood Shingles

3

Lap Siding

4

Wood Shingles

Key to Types
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2 Beaded Ceiling Board:

1 Lap Siding:
round edged clapboards, 3-1/4 inch exposure

two in one

3 Lap Siding:
shiplap; drop lap; boxcar

4 Wood Shingles

Beaded ceiling board

Plywood

Clapboard

Photo 9: North elevation of east addition.
Condition Evaluation: The entire east addition, an enclosed porch, has settled downward at
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its east wall and rotated outward away from the main house wall as exhibited particularly
at the top of the join. In the photo below (Photo 10), the gap is approximately one inch.
Settlement of this degree will typically affect the condition of the siding and associated
trim. If the settlement is due to deteriorated sill beams or lower ends of studs, such
deterioration can spread, particularly by mold spores. Sound wood next to rotting wood
will in turn become rotted. The exposed southeast corner indicates deterioration in the
vertical structural members. At the northeast corner, the deterioration has progressed
even further and spread to the adjacent materials: corner boards, skirt board, and
transition molding between the clapboards and the skirt (see photo 11). The lower foot of
the east and north elevations exhibit wood decay. The post set in the middle of the east
elevation (Photo 12), while the base is obscured by the placement of a landscape timber on
the ground has evidence of settlement that would indicate additional rot. The porch
foundation, unlike the other additions, does not appear to be the typical concrete. Direct
bearing of the three posts on an individual stone are likely. Excavation was not completed
as a part of this report and is recommended for future research in order to assess the
presence of a foundation. Archaeological monitoring/mitigation is required by a number of
state and federal regulations when any ground disturbance results from preservation
activities where there is state and/or federal involvement.

Gap

Photo 10: Arrow points to gap between the covered porch (also referred to as the east
addition) and the main house (photo left).
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Photo 11: At the northeast corner of the enclosed porch, the deterioration has progressed
even further and spread to the adjacent materials: corner boards, skirt board, and
transition molding between the clapboards and the skirt.

Photo 12: The post set in the middle of the east elevation, while the base is obscured by the
placement of a landscape timber on the ground has evidence of settlement that would
indicate additional rot.
The clapboards exhibit the following condition issues: split ends, loss of material at edges,
and cupping. While paint obscures the surface conditions of the individual boards, based
on conditions telegraphed by the paint plus observation of areas with paint loss, a
minimum of 20% of the clapboards exhibit one or more of the condition issues. After loose
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paint has been removed, this percentage is highly likely to increase. All of the wood
indicates a loss of paint coating, either gone or flaking, between 5% and 60% loss.
The beaded ceiling board that is present on the half gable ends, and one small section to
the west of the entry door, is protected by the eaves to the extent that the conditions are
significantly better than that of the clapboards lower down on the wall. The principal
condition issue is paint loss with some minor end splits.
The plywood appears to have been placed over openings as a “temporary” solution. Given
the exposed knots, the material appears to have a “C” rated face, perhaps it is CD-X. In
addition, the plywood’s surface has partial paint coating, but thin, perhaps a single coat,
reinforcing the belief that it is a “recent” installation (20 years or less).
The north addition is covered by wood siding in a drop lap configuration covering all three
of its elevations. By example, the north elevation has 18 pieces from top of wall to concrete
foundation. The condition issues observed for the drop lap siding were: missing sections,
rot, split ends, side splits, missing paint, and extensive surface discoloration (see photo 13).
As is typical, the top boards are somewhat protected by the eaves, and the condition of the
top three to four are considerably better than the remainder. The difference is so
significant that there is not a single one of the lower 15 boards that is without significant
damage on the north elevation. There are approximately 8 sound boards on the east
elevation, and 14 on the west elevation. In photo 15, one can see that at the north side of
the door jamb, there is an under layer of drop lap siding indicating the outer layer of siding
is newer. The color of the under layer is red. The white paint on the visible layer of siding
exhibits the typical loss of the east addition, of 5% to 60%.

Photo 13: Overview of north elevation of north addition. Note extensive surface
discoloration.
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Photo 14: Close-view of east end of north elevation of the north addition. Note damaged
and missing siding.

Photo 15: West elevation of the north addition, boarded up doorway.
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The south addition has drop lap siding on all three elevations and shingles on the gable end
above the side wall top plate level (see photo 16). On the south elevation there are 22
boards above a skirt board that extends over the concrete foundation. The top of the skirt
board has the same upper edge configuration of the lap siding, thereby extending under
the lap siding board above. The east and west elevation have 21 boards exposed and the
top board is covered by a wood trim covering board, as does the north elevation. The
primary area of significant deterioration is at the east elevation’s join with the original
brick house; the northeast corner of the south addition. At this location, the bottom five
boards and the covering board are deteriorated from rot. On the adjacent brick surface can
be observed remnants of roofing tar, indicative of this area having had alterations and
moisture problems such as drifting snow or gutter leaks.

Photo 16: Overview of south addition’s south elevation, showing condition problems of
split ends, side splits, and significant paint loss.
The south elevation boards exhibit the typical condition problems of split ends, side splits,
and significant paint loss. Paint loss affects all of the boards with most in the 5% to 10%
range, and in one area above the door losses are in the range of 60% to 95% loss. Another
pattern is of areas without any paint and the pattern is consistent with the removal of trim
pieces around and along the east side of the east window. Boards with splits are
approximately 5% of the total.
The west elevation boards exhibit substantially more paint loss, all are affected with losses
in the range of 50% to 90%. As to the splits and materials loss, affected boards are
approximately 5% of the total.
The south elevation gable end has 11 rows of shingles. There is a covering board at the top
of the shingled area on the rake and a horizontal covering board at the lower termination,
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with a quarter round molding at its top edge. The wood shingles have a painted surface.
The shingles are in good condition.
The main original brick house gable ends have 10 rows of shingles covered at the rake by a
covering board and lapping the brick at the lower end. (See photo 17). The shingles are
painted white. On the west gable end, virtually all of the shingles exhibit paint loss in the
range of 10% to 90%. There are missing material considerations such as one shingle, and
pieces of seven. There is a poor repair of what may have been a vent area and there is
evidence of splits and cupping. The east gable end conditions are similar with the addition
that the butt ends are in a bit of a jagged line instead of a straight line.

Photo 17: Nearly all of the shingles of the west gable end of the main house exhibit paint
loss.
The following six photographs are close-up views of additional areas with condition issues
of the wood and the paint.
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Photo 18: Paint loss at the south end of the west (L) elevation.

Photo 19: Detail of paint loss under the eave on the west (L) elevation.
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Photo 20: Paint loss at gable end on the south elevation of the south addition.

Photo 21: Close-up view of under the eave of the east (B) elevation of the south addition.
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Photo 22: Close-up view of deteriorated finish where the east elevation of the south
addition joins with the main house’s south elevation.

Photo 23: Close-up view of the condition of paint on the brick of the main house on the
south elevation.
Treatment Recommendation: The east addition has major structural concerns that will
only be fully revealed upon the deconstruction of the walls by removal of the clapboard
siding and the associated trim. The likely treatment, subject to post deconstruction
investigation results, will include:
1. Jacking the addition back to its original height as determined by the closing of the
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

gap at the join.
Removing deteriorated wood at the base of the three columns and the sill member
upon which the columns sit.
Installing new preservative treated wood to replace the removed wood. The
columns wood would be attached by a stepped scarf.
Installation of a new foundation at the perimeter. This will likely be a concrete
foundation.
Replacement of deteriorated siding and trim pieces: lower covering board, sill
extension at the windows level, and lower covering board assembly. Install sill
flashing of galvanized sheet metal.
Existing salvageable siding to be used as a match for profile of lower edge, cleaned
of paint, back primed, painted, and reinstalled using stainless steel ring shank nails
covered by the lap and set in caulk at the joins with trim pieces (ends of all pieces).
New clapboards to be likewise installed.
All molding pieces to be similarly treated.

The beaded ceiling boards appear to be able to be treated by removal of loose flaking paint,
which is estimated to be 90-100% of the surface, and minor techniques of gluing splits
with epoxy, fastening with new stainless steel ring shank nails, and painting.
The plywood’s continuing use is unlikely and not expected. The re-use of the building will
provide critical guidance. By example, if the porch is restored to its earliest period, the area
occupied by the windows and the plywood would be all screened openings. Later
alterations would likely have been to install storm windows on the interior. A descending
order of intervention treatments is provided below:
1. Number and remove the plywood.
2. Examine the area behind the plywood: existing screens or windows
documentation, if not present, examination of the jambs for ghosts of removed
items.
3. Potentially the interior surface will require exposure to allow for similar
examination.
4. Depending on findings and use plan, installation of screens in openings, screens
and windows as interior storms, or as found alternative.
North addition treatments are expected to commence with deconstruction of the lower
third of the walls to determine the amount of deteriorated structure that will require
replacement. As for the east addition, the seven-step process (described on the previous
page) is the same. Given the extent of deterioration of the siding, the expectation is that the
focus will be on rot in the lower portions of studs and the treatment process would be the
removal of rotted wood, sistering the studs, and replacing of any deteriorated sill plates. All
replacement wood would be specified as preservative treated wood. For the north
addition, it is expected that some of the sheathing, once exposed, will be found to exhibit
deterioration. After removal of the deteriorated sheathing, replace in kind. Flashing
installation over new impregnated felt (“tarpaper”) will be required. The siding should be
replaced in kind where needed. Drop lap siding is currently an available commercial
product.
South addition treatments are recommended to commence at the area of observed
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significant deterioration, the northeast corner of the addition. This is likely to be the only
area of significant rot in the structural members. Given that the wood siding is in better
condition on this addition than the other two, deconstruction is not expected to be
warranted beyond the area of observed significant deterioration. After repairs, and
installation of molding pieces to replace those missing, the siding and moldings should be
repainted. Preparation of the surfaces for painting should be completed by scraping and
sanding with due care to follow lead paint removal safety procedures including capture.
Alternatively the walls may be scraped of paint using an infrared quartz heat plate that
does not reach the temperature at which lead volatilizes, 650-plus degrees Fahrenheit.
This device reaches a maximum heat of 600 degrees. The EPA specifies that lead paint
removal may only be done by certified firms.
The wood shingles that are siding on gable ends may require some refastening and will
require painting.
The wood shingles on both gable ends of the main house are of sufficient deterioration to
require replacement in-kind. Back side breathing may be accomplished by installation of a
commercially available “rain-guard” type product that provides channeling of
condensation. These products provide enhanced service line of wood sidings and of the
paint. However, they do add to the thickness of the installation and therefore only are
recommended when a comprehensive siding replacement is recommended as the
treatment. In those cases the thickness does not provide a differential in the surface plane.
Exterior Finishes—Moldings and Trim
Description: Most of the moldings of the exterior have been described as part of the wood
siding section above. These are tabulated below, along with other moldings not as yet
described.
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The east addition moldings are the most
complex and are seen in the accompanying
photograph (Photo 24). At the top is the
fascia of plain (un-molded) boards covering
the ends of the rafters. The eave has no
boards; it is open. A covering board or frieze
panel is at the top of the wall, sitting above
the columns, in plane with the wall face. The
columns have a capital made up of a flat
wood plate with rounded edges below
which is a bed mold. At the level of the
window sill there is a board that extends to
the column at which height there is an
intermediate molding. The base of the
column sits on a board, which goes around
the entire perimeter, and is angled
downwards (20 degrees plus or minus) at
its outer edge to shed water. The column
has an applied base of an additional
molding. The column has covering boards
over the structural timber. The east
elevation center column covering board
breaks at the window, which is notched to
receive the covering board. A skirt board is
the last element of the wall base.

Photo 24: closeup of moldings on the
southeast corner of the east addition.
The half gable ends do not have any moldings beyond those described. There are no
window casings, instead the windows are set out by their frames being slightly expressed
from the wall surface. The modern entry door is cased with modern case moldings.
North addition moldings are quite simple: fascia, window sill, window casings of 1x4", and
corner boards of 1x4" joined at the corner to 1x6".
South addition moldings are: fascia covering the ends of the rafter tails, open eaves, eave
bracket supports (see sketch), corner boards, and at the south elevation only a complex of
casings with the vertical elements extended up to a 1x8" horizontal board at the wall top
plate height and down over the skirt board. The horizontal board has a quarter round
molding on its top edge. The east elevation window has plain window casings of 1x4".
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The main house has a fascia, covered eaves, and a vertical board fixed over the face of the
brick, variously referred to as a frieze board. All of these are constructed from plain
dimension lumber with no moldings. The windows are set deep in the brick wall with
molded casing. The south elevation’s three-part window—center fixed glass section
flanked by double-hungs—has no casings for the center oversized window and the two
double-hungs may have case moldings similar to the other windows, however the casing
area is obscured by the overlying attachment flange of the storm windows.
Condition Evaluation: There are entire missing pieces, there are parts of pieces missing,
there are deteriorated pieces such as by rot and splitting, and all of the pieces require an
application of new coating of paint. On the following pages are photographs of each of the
12 elevations with areas of condition issues for moldings indicated by red squares.

Photo 25: “A” elevation is the south elevation of south addition.
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Photo 26: South addition, east elevation (“B” elevation)

“C”
elevation

Photo 27: East addition, south elevation. “C” elevation, which is of the Main House, is at
photo left.
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Photo 28: “D” elevation, which is a subset of the “F” elevation, is at right angles to the
elevation (“E”) with the door.
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Photo 29: “E” elevation.
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Photo 30 : “F” elevation
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“G”
elevation

Photo 31: East addition, north (“G”) elevation

Photo 32: “H” elevation
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Photo 33: “I” elevation

Photo 34: “J” Elevation
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Photo 35: “K” elevation
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Photo 36: “L” elevation, west end of south addition.
Treatment Recommendations: Where moldings are missing entirely or sections are
missing, replace to match. Where rotted, replace to match. Prep and paint all moldings.
Exterior Masonry
For the description, condition, and treatment of the foundation system and the brick see
section 3.2, which begins on p. 15.
Below are some photographs showing close-up views of some brick condition issues of the
main house.
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Photo 37: West elevation, area at previous brick repair.

Photo 38: West elevation; crack
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Photo 39: Enlargement of the crack

Photo 40: Detail of upper west elevation. Note issue under left window.
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Photo 41: Subtle evidence of settlement of the jack arch (segmental) is seen in the paint
disturbance and upper sash/frame condition.

Photo 42: Slight settlement of the head.
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Photo 43: Note crack, now painted over.

Photo 44: Note crack, now painted over.
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Photo 45: Corner chip

Photo 46: Area of paint loss is at one of two cracks.
Exterior Appendages
The concrete stairs leading into the house are associated with the site-based concrete
walkways and were thus appropriately evaluated under site.
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3.4 Envelope—Roofing and Waterproofing
Roofing Systems
Description: The roofing material is asphalt shingles in multiple shades of brown beige to
medium dark brown and a rustic texture. The latter is created by variety in individual
shingle width and thickness.

Photo 47: Photo of south-facing roof of the main house.
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Photo 48: Photo showing the east-facing roof of the south addition.
Condition Evaluation: The roof was installed within the last several years; essentially new.
It is in good condition.
Treatment Recommendation: No treatments are recommended.
Sheet Metal Flashing
See below.
Perimeter Foundation Drainage
Description: Unknown.
Condition Evaluation: The basement area was dry. Seasonal variations in ground water
may occur and given the site’s proximity to the lake, it may be anticipated that the ground
water level is at approximately at the same level as the lake’s surface; well below the level
of the bottom of any footings. Therefore, no perimeter drain appears to be required.
Recommendations: There are no recommendations at this time.
Drainage System—Flashing, Gutters, and Downspouts
Description: The flashing, gutters, and downspouts all were replaced in concert with the
new roofing. The downspouts are white and the gutters and flashing are dark green. The
roof to sidewall flashing is of a height that creates a strong visual statement. It is big. The
material appears to be sheet metal.
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Condition Evaluation: All are of new material and appear to have been well installed. The
end cap on the enclosed porch gutter is missing from the south terminus. The condition
rating is good.
Treatment Recommendation: Install a replacement end cap.
Chimneys, Skylights, and Cupolas
Description: There is one chimney located in the approximate center of the main house. It
is constructed from brick. It was recently flashed as part of the roofing project and has a
galvanized sheet metal cap.

Photo 49: Photo showing southwest corner
of the chimney. Note the sheet metal cap
and the chimney-to-roof flashing. Condition
issues are eroded faces of brick, mortar loss,
and extensive parge coating on the majority
of the bricks (likely in response to eroded
faces).

Condition Evaluation: Between the flashing and cap there are just seven courses visible.
Many of the brick faces are incomplete and the majority of brick faces evidence
applications of mortar covering up to 90% of the face. Condition is poor.
Treatment Recommendations: Reconstruct with like size and color brick. Use a mortar mix
recommended by the Conservators. The reuse of existing bricks, while preferred, is highly
unlikely as the visible deterioration is so extensive as to not allow their reuse. Chimney
bricks and mortar are typically subject to sulfuric acid from combustion gases. If it appears
that a brick or bricks possibly may have enough integrity to be reused, it can be tested.
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3.5 Windows and Doors
Doors (including hardware, casing/trim, and finishes)
The descriptions, condition evaluation, and treatment recommendations of the doors are
set out in the Door Schedule below. Note that the door schedule begins with the exterior
doors and continues to the interior doors. For specific locations, see the circles on the floor
plans.
Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Mock 6
panel,
modern
primed
steel

Modern

Integral

Modern
replacement

Good

Treatment
Recommendations
None

DSC01593cropped entry
door on south addition—
Door #1: Exterior of Entry
Door on South Addition
Blocked
up door

JDF1634: West elevation of
north addition
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Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Modern
slab

Anderson
Streamline

Paint

Modern

Good,
but not
historic

Mock 6
panel,
modern
primed
steel

Modern

Integral

Modern
replacement

Good

Treatment
Recommendations
n/a

JDF1673: Interior of Entry
Door on South Addition
None

DSC01593cropped—Door
#2: Exterior entry door on
east addition
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Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatment
Recommendations
n/a

Modern
replica
materials
and
style,
primed
steel

None

None,
integral
colored
material,
white

Modern

Good,
but
modern

Wood

Modern

Varnish

Perhaps
1952
on

Good

None

Wood

Modern

Varnish

Perhaps
1952
on

Good

None

JDF1649: Interior of entry
door on east addition

JDF1650: East addition—
Door #3: upper portion of
door to dining/living room,
west wall

JDF1651: East addition,
threshold of door to
dining/living room
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Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Wood

Modern

Varnish

Perhaps
1952
on

Good

Treatment
Recommendations
None

Slab
wood,
hollow
core

Modern

Varnish

Modern

Good

None

JDF1655: Dining/living
Room, door from porch

JDF1656: Dining/living
Room—Door #4: door to
stairs, looking north
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Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Wood,
two
panel;
one
over
one

Turn of
century
to mid
century

Paint

See
next
picture
of
passage
lock.
Typical
of first
third of
the
20th
century
or
slightly
before.

Good

Hardware is
circa
period
1920s
to
1940s

Fair,
finish
loss

n/a

Modern

Good,
but
moder
n

None

JDF1674: South Addition—
Door #5: door to kitchen

JDF1675: Hardware of door
to kitchen from south
addition
Slab
door,
wood

Anderson
streamline,
painted

Paint

Treatment
Recommendations
None

JDF1673: Door to
bathroom—Door #5A
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Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Wood 4
panel,
two
over
two

Modern

Paint

Good

Wood, 4
panel,
two
over
two

Plain,
one by

Paint

Good,
could
use
new
paint
due to
isolate
d chips

Treatment
Recommendations
None

JDF1680: Kitchen—Door
#6: door to understair
closet
Paint

JDF1736: Door #7: Upstairs
northeast room door into
overstair closet from
northeast bedroom. Photo
below is other side
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Photo and Door #

Type

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Wood
panel,
two
over
two

Plain,
one by

Paint

Wood
panel,
two
over
two

Plain

Paint

Set up
for rim
lock

Fair,
separation
of
upper
rail
from
stile

Reglue,
repaint

Wood
panel,
two
over
two

Plain

Paint

Set up
for rim
lock

Fair,
separation
of
upper
rail
from
stile

Reglue,
repaint

Good

Treatment
Recommendations
Touch
up
paint at
hinge
edge

JDF737: Door #8

JDF1744: Upstairs—Door
#9: door to southwest
bedroom

JDF1748: Upstairs—Door
#10: door to northwest
bedroom
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Windows (including hardware, casing/trim, and finishes)
The descriptions, condition evaluation, and treatment recommendations of the windows
are set out in the Window Schedule below. For specific locations, see the sextagons on the
floor plans. All windows are operable with the exception of the ones called out as boarded
over or fixed.
Photo—
Window #

Type
of Window
East of
entry
door,
now
plywood

Casing
/trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatments

Unknown

Unknown

Boarded over
but
likely
to have
been a
window

NA

NA

Two
double
hungs
flanking
fixed,
wood

Obscured
by
storm
window
flange

Paint

Windows
are a
result
of a remodel

Good

Paint

Paired
fixed
glass,
one
over
one

Wood
plain

Paint

Center
mullion

Fair, joints
appear loose

Scrape and
fill, reglue
joints, paint

JDF1624: South
elevation of east
addition

JDF1625: South
elevation—
Window #1

JDF1626: East
elevation of the
south addition—
Window #2
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Photo—
Window #

Type
of Window
Wood,
paired
fixed
glass,
one
over
one

Casing
/trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatments

Probably
plain
wood,
now removed

Paint

Center
mullion
serving
as
frame
piece

Fair

Paint and
remove paint
splatters on
glass. New
glazing putty
required.

Wood
double
hung,
obscured
glass

Plain
wood

Paint

In
photo,
note
upside
down
piece of
drop
lap
siding
as filler

Fair

Lower sash is
missing most
of its paint
coating, same
for meeting
rail.

Wood,
double
hung,
not
original
replacements

Wood,
modern

Paint

Replace
ment
windows,
not
original

Good, paint
needed

Paint

JDF1627: South
elevation of
south addition—
Window #3

JDF1629: South
elevation of
south addition—
Window #4

JDF1630: West
elevation 1st
floor—Window
#5
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Photo—
Window #

Type
of Window
Wood,
double
hung,
not
original
replacements

Casing
/trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatments

Wood,
modern

Paint

Boarded over
at
interior

Fair, paint
needed and
upper glass
is gone

Paint and
upper sash
glass

Wood,
double
hung,
not
original
replace
ments

Wood,
modern

Paint

Boarded over
upper
sash

Fair, paint
needed and
upper glass
gone, sag in
meeting rail

Paint and
upper sash
glass, replace
meeting rail

Wood,
double
hung,
not
original
replacements

Wood,
modern

Paint

Boarded over
upper
sash

Good, needs
paint, split in
meeting rail

Paint, glue
meeting rail
back together

JDF1631: West
elevation 1st
floor—Window
#6

JDF1632: West
elevation 2nd
floor—Window
#7

JDF1633: West
elevation 2nd
floor—Window
#8
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Photo—
Window #

Type
of Window
Pair of
eight
light
wood,
arranged as
casements

Casing
/trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatments

Obscured
by
storm
window
flange,
exterior
casing
is plain
wood

Paint

Some
of the
most
original
appearing
windows,
thin
dividers

Fair, missing
glazing putty
and paint

New glazing
putty and
paint

Pair of
eight
light
wood,
arranged as
caseme
nts

Obscured
by
storm
window
flange,
exterior
casing
is plain
wood

Paint

Some
of the
most
original
appearing
windows,
thin
dividers

Fair, missing
glazing putty
and paint

New glazing
putty and
paint

Pair of
eight
light
wood,
arranged as
casements

Obscured
by
storm
window
flange,
exterior
casing
is plain
wood

Paint

Some
of the
most
original
appearing
windows,
thin
dividers

Fair, missing
glazing putty
and paint

New glazing
putty and
paint

JDF1635: North
elevation of
north addition,
west one—
Window #9

JDF1636: North
elevation of
north addition,
middle one—
Window #10

JDF1637: North
elevation of
north addition,
east one—
Window #11
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Photo—
Window #

Type
of Window
Pair of
eight
light
wood,
arranged as
casements

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatments

Obscured
by
storm
window
flange,
exterior
casing is
plain
wood

Paint

Some
of the
most
original
appearing
windows,
thin
dividers

Fair, missing
glazing putty
and paint

New glazing
putty and
paint

Wood,
five
over
five,
vertical
lights

Expressed
frame

Paint

May
have
been
relocated
from
brick
portion,
unusual

Fair, needs
paint and
glazing
compound,
sash fixed in
place

Paint and
glazing putty
needed

Wood,
five
over
five,
vertical
lights

Expressed
frame

Paint

May
have
been
relocated
from
brick
portion,
unusual

Fair, needs
paint and
glazing
compound,
sash fixed in
place

Paint and
glazing putty
needed

JDF1639: East
elevation of
north addition—
Window #12

JDF1640: East
elevation of east
addition, north
one—Window
#13

JDF1641: East
elevation of east
addition, south
one—Window
#14
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Photo—
Window #

JDF1643: East
elevation of
brick main
house (see
below for closeup view)

Type
of Window
Wood
double
hung,
one
over
one

Casing
/trim

Finish

Comments

Condition

Treatments

Overlaid by
wood
pieces

Paint

Sill is
exposed
to
moisture,
damage
at
interior
wall

Fair, paint
loss,
possible sill
deterioration

Paint.
Possible
damage to
lower 4
inches of
lower sash
and window
sill due to
moisture,
deconstruct
at interior
wall, review
subsill and
studs
condition.
Exterior roof
to sidewall
flashing has
been
extended
with the
recent
flashing
project.

Casing/
trim

Finish

Comments

Anderson
Streamline

Paint

JDF1642: (closeup photo of the
window
above)—
Window #15
Photo—Window #

Type of
Window
Fixed
“Picture
window”

Condition

Treatments

Good,
fixed

None

JDF1662: Window from
enclosed porch—
Window #16
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3.6 Interior Finishes
Wall and Ceiling Finish Materials
Description: The two basic finish materials of the interior are gypsum drywall and plaster.
For the first story levels, the gypsum drywall has been placed over furred out walls, often
occurring where electrical distribution wiring system was required. The plaster is believed
to be original. The entire second floor has plaster finishes. The first floor is a mixture. See
the Table 4: Finish Schedule, which appears on the next page. The Finish Schedule includes
walls, floors, and ceilings.
Condition Evaluation: There is an abundance of items stored in the east addition and in the
north addition, effectively barring the ability to move around the rooms and observe wall
conditions. The south addition has some scratches in the wall finish adjacent and to the
west of the entry door in the south wall. The main house first story wall finishes are in
good condition.
The second story walls have multiple cracks in the plaster. Given that the interior
environment has not been climate controlled for an extended period of time, these cracks
are attributed to temperature differentials of the different periods of the year; seasonal.
Cracks in the second story plaster ceilings are due to both seasonal temperature
differentials and areas of broken keys of the plaster with the sawn wood lath (see photo
50).
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Table 4: Finish Schedule—First Story Level
Main House

South Wall
GWB [G]

West Wall
GWB [G]

East Wall
GWB [G]

North Wall
GWB [G]

Wall
Paper/Plasti
c Tile Filler
(c. 1952) [G]
Mix [F]

Wall
Paper/Plastic
Filler (c.
1952) [G]
Brick, painted
[G]

Wall
Paper/Plastic
Filler (c.
1952) [G]
Mix [F]

GWB [G]

North
Addition

Faux wood
laminate
paneling [G]

Faux wood
laminate
paneling [G]

Faux wood
laminate
paneling [G]

South
Addition:
Entry
Foyer/Mud
Room
South
Addition:
Bathroom

Faux wood
grain
paneling [G
& F]

Faux wood
grain
paneling [G]

Faux wood
grain
paneling [G]

Faux wood
laminate
paneling
[G]
Brick,
painted [G]

GWB [G]

GWB and
Plastic
Laminate [G]

Plastic
laminate [G]

Dining/
living Room
Kitchen

East
Addition

Mix [F]

Floor
RF Tiles
[G]
RF
Sheet
[G]

Ceiling
GWB [G]

RF
Sheet
[P]
Oak [G]

GWB [G]

RF
Sheet
[F]

Suspended
Acoustic
Celotex
tiles [F]

Plastic
Loop
laminate
carpet
tub
[F]
surround
[G]
Key: RF = Resilient Flooring; GWB = Gypsum Wall Board; [ ] = Condition G, F, P

GWB [G]

Suspended
Acoustic
Tile [F]

GWB [G]

Photo 50: Attic: sawn wood laths are seen with the plaster keys. Note there are numerous
plaster keys that are broken and missing. Also note knob and tube wiring remnants.
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Treatment Recommendations: Review in detail the wall conditions once the rooms have
been cleared of artifacts. The south addition wall scratches can be filled with spackle and
the wall re-painted. Second story wall cracks in the plaster are recommended to be treated
with plaster fill: clean out crack, undercut edges, and fill with plaster. Finish surface with
texture to match adjacent.
The ceiling areas with cracks should be attached with plaster repair screws and washers,
the cracks filled, the surface coated with plaster-weld, and the ceilings comprehensively
covered with a new skim coat.

Photo 51: Dining/living Room Ceiling
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Photo 52: Ceiling of north addition

Photo 53: Bathroom ceiling and tub surround
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Photo 54: South addition ceiling showing water stain around the vent and the missing tile

Photo 55: Overview of second floor ceiling
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Photo 56: Close up of second floor ceiling
Floor Finish Materials
Description: Photographs of the flooring and location are presented in the Finish Schedule.
In general, the floors are wood strip flooring of what appears to be fir or southern Yellow
Pine. Over this surface can be seen a variety of resilient flooring products (installation date
unknown), predominantly sheet, however tiles do exist in the first story dining/living
room (installation date unknown). The second story has the wood flooring exposed in the
hall and one bedroom; otherwise, the second story level predominantly has resilient
flooring tiles (installation date unknown) and sheet goods (installation date unknown).
The north addition has varnished oak strip flooring (installation date unknown). The stairs
have carpet (installation date unknown).
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Photo 57: East addition, floor covering

Photo 58: Dining/Living Room, floor covering
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Photo 59: Dining/living Room, floor

Photo 60: South Addition Mud Room, floor
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Photo 61: North Addition, oak floor

Photo 62: Upstairs hall
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Photo 63: Upstairs Flooring, hall to photo right, resilient tiles (installation date unknown).
Original wood strip flooring visible in bedroom.

Photo 64: Upstairs flooring, resilient sheet goods
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Photo 65: Upstairs flooring

Photo 66: Carpet on stairs to second floor, looking up
Condition Evaluation: The conditions of the floors in the east and north additions are
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obscured in each case by stored artifacts. The observable portions would indicate the
condition as good. The condition of the floor surfaces in the two rooms of the south
addition (bathroom and mud room/foyer) are generally fair. The condition of the resilient
floor tiles in the dining/living room is poor due to adhesion issues resulting in incomplete
coverage; loose tiles. The condition of the floor in the kitchen is good, except at the
northern section thresholds (see photo 67). The carpet on the stairs may be rated after
cleaning as fair. The second story rooms are fair with one portion of one room (NW
bedroom) poor due to deterioration of the wood.

Photo 67: Kitchen floor threshold, looking east from the kitchen into the dining/living room
Treatment Recommendations: The treatment of the floor finishes is partially dependent on
the use of the building. The resilient flooring in the entire house is not uniform: different
patterns in every case; some are tiles and some are sheet goods. As most of the first story
level floors have artifact storage uses, and the resilient flooring is not protected, there are
scratches in the surface. Other surfaces, such as the mud room, exhibit a worn surface,
down into the patterns.
If it is decided to have the house represent a specific period of significance, then the floor
finishes should reflect that period. Exposure of the original flooring and its refinishing
would then be the appropriate treatment. None of the resilient flooring appears to date
from prior to mid century. There is no true linoleum. The likely original finishes were the
wood floors.
The damaged wood floor sections comprising 4 square feet are located in the upstairs
northwest bedroom. They will require replacement for those boards that exhibit scratches
greater than 1/8 inch in depth, where the wood has been broken, or where replacement
wood is a different species (poor repairs).
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Trim and Built-Ins (not previously addressed in 3.5)
Description: Second Story Rooms; Base is of plain 1x8" with quarter round shoe. Some are
without the quarter round as shoe instead as top of base piece. Door casing is of 1x4".
Window casing of Anderson streamline profile (modern) and other modern casing profile
(see northeast bedroom). Sporadic use of various moldings to cover the wall to ceiling
joint.
First Story Rooms: Door and window casings are Anderson Streamline, where present (see
photo 68). The two newer entry doors are without casing. The faux wood paneled walls
have associated base, top of wall trimmer, and inside corner cover piece, all part of the
paneling “kit” or, in some situations the top of panel joint with the acoustic ceiling tiles is
covered by quarter round (photo 69). Where the walls are not paneled in the south
addition, as for the north brick wall, the quarter round extends to cover the joint with the
ceiling tiles. Similar treatments of the paneled walls are found in the north addition.

Photo 68: Dining/living Room, east wall
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Photo 69: South Addition Mud Room, northeast corner and north wall, door to kitchen
There are built in overhead and base cabinets in the kitchen. They are typical wall-hung
and base kitchen cabinets with face-mounted doors.
Condition Evaluation: The plain wood moldings of the second story are likely to be original.
All others are non-historic replacements. The original moldings are generally in good
condition with surface scratches and chipped paint. The built-in cabinets are in good
condition.
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Photo 70: Built-in cabinets of the kitchen.
Treatment Recommendations: If the property is returned to an agreed upon period of
significance that pre-dates the modern (typically 1950s) additions, the moldings should be
returned to the examples of plain wood base and case. The built-in cabinets will require
further discussion as to date of installation and potential for retention. Sand, fill scratches,
and repaint the chips in the paint of the moldings.
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3.7 Mechanical Systems
Heating and Air-Conditioning
Description: Neither a heating system nor an air-conditioning system were observed.
However, connections to the brick chimney were observed at the second story.
Condition Evaluation: Not applicable.
Treatment Recommendations: Not applicable. Depending on future use, an HVAC system
will have to be designed, including insulation of the shell such as under the first floor,
interior face of foundation perimeter, and attic space.
Ventilation
There is no ventilation system, except for a single attic vent.
Condition Evaluation: Not applicable.
Treatment Recommendations: Not applicable. Depending on future use, an HVAC system
will have to be designed, including insulation of the shell such as under the first floor,
interior face of foundation perimeter, and attic space.
Water Service, Plumbing, and Sewer Utilities
Description: The kitchen and bathroom are plumbed for water and sewer service. The
house has a gas meter on its west elevation and a 40-gallon domestic water heater in the
basement (photo 71). Piping is a mixture of galvanized iron and copper on the supply side
and cast iron on the sewer side.

Photo 71: Basement – water heater and note copper and galvanized iron pipes.
Condition Evaluation: Unknown as the system is inoperable; the supply is turned off and
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the vent stack is interrupted. The mix of piping materials does not appear to have a
dielectric coupler to address difference in materials. Overall condition is projected as poor.
Treatment Recommendations: If the building is re-used with the requirements of
bathroom and or kitchen the systems will require new piping to code. The system will
require the interior to be heated or the piping to have heat tape if winter operation is
anticipated.
Fire Suppression—Sprinklers
There is no fire suppression system.
Condition Evaluation: Not applicable.
Treatment Recommendations: Depending up the future use, the owners may wish to install
such systems. There are no recommendations at this time.
3.8 Electrical Systems
Electrical Service and Panels
Description: Electrical service is non-operational; there is no connection to a power supply.
There are the remnants of a connection on the west elevation of the south addition, and a
dead panel behind an access door to the west of the bathtub.
Condition Evaluation: The electric system is non functional. The remnants of the system
indicate that the entire system is likely to be without compliance with the current electrical
codes.
Treatment Recommendations: Install a comprehensive electrical system in compliance
with current codes.
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Photo 72: Dead connection at west
end of south addition.

Photo 73: Panel in bathtub shower
area
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Electrical Distribution System
Both knob and tube and cloth covered later wiring is evident in locations such as the attic,
the basement, and as a coil of wire hanging from the wall in the east addition porch. These
conditions are shown in the accompanying photographs.
Condition Evaluation: Not applicable.
Treatment Recommendations: Depending up the future use, the owners may wish to install
such system. There are no recommendations at this time.

Photo 74: Coil of wire in enclosed porch

Photo 75: Knob and tube wiring in the attic
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Lighting
Description: The light fixtures appear to be from several periods with the 1950s as the
dominant period. Below is the schedule of light fixtures. You will note that Photo 86 shows
the second floor ceiling light fixture, which is the only fixture that appears to pre-date
1952.
Condition Evaluation: The light fixtures are in good condition.
Treatment Recommendations: Install electric fixtures of the decided period of significance.
Light Fixture Schedule
Photo

Description/
Location
Photo 76:
Dining/living
Room, ceiling
light fixture
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Condition Treatment
Recommendation
Modern;
None
Good
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Photo
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Description/
Location

Condition Treatment
Recommendation

Photo 77:
South
Addition Mud
Room, ceiling
light fixture

Modern;
Good

None

Photo 78:
Bathroom,
east wall,
north of door,
oversink light
fixture

Modern;
Good

None
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Photo
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Description/
Location

Condition Treatment
Recommendation

Photo 79:
Kitchen,
ceiling light
fixture

Modern;
Good

None

Photo 80:
Kitchen,
north section,
ceiling light
fixture

Modern;
Good

None

Photo 81:
Basement
light, pull
chain,
porcelain
socket

Good

None
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Photo
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Description/
Location

Condition Treatment
Recommendation

Photo 82:
Basement
light, pull
chain,
porcelain
socket

Good

None

Photo 83:
Basement
light,
porcelain
socket

Good

None
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Photo
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Description/
Location

Condition Treatment
Recommendation

Photo 84:
Upstairs hall
light, brass
finished, pull
chain

Good

None
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Photo

Description/
Location
Photo 85:
Second floor,
northeast
room, ceiling
light fixture,
white
finished
metal canopy
with
decorated
frosted glass,
pull chain

Photo 86:
Second floor,
ceiling light
fixture,
possibly the
only pre1952 fixture.
Three socket
pull chain,
cast metal,
white finish,
decorative
cast metal
pendant.
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Condition Treatment
Recommendation
Good
None

Good,
some
small
spots of
rust

Strip paint,
evaluate if
there was a
different
original
finish,
replace
original
finish inkind or
repair finish
as possible.
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Photo

Description/
Location
Photo 87:
Second floor,
light fixture of
porcelain
socket
keyless
fixture.

Condition Treatment
Recommendation
Good
None

Fire Detection System
Description: There is not a fire protection system present.
Condition: Consideration should be given to the installation of a fire and smoke detection
system in each room.
Treatment Recommendation: Recommend installation of a fire and smoke detection
system in each room.
Security Systems
Description: There is not a security system present.
Condition: Consideration should be given to installation of a security system covering the
premises.
Treatment Recommendation: Recommend the installation of a security system covering
the premises.
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4.0 Analysis and Compliance
4.1 Hazardous Materials
Testing for hazardous materials was not completed as part of this project but is
recommended prior to any future work. What may be expected is the presence of lead in
the paint.
The presence of asbestos in plaster, resilient floor tiles, and pipe insulation should be
determined but does not appear likely given plaster age, floor tile sizes, and no observed
pipe insulation.
4.2 Materials Analysis
The paint analysis report is in the appendix portion of this report.
Two mortar samples were taken and analyzed and the results follow.
Mortar Analysis
Introduction: Two mortar samples were removed from the Eaton House basement
foundation walls in Windsor, Colorado and tested in the Atkinson-Noland & Associates
(ANA) laboratory for mortar composition. The objective was to identify binder/aggregate
ratio, aggregate color, and aggregate size gradation to provide an appropriate compatible
replacement mortar formulation.
Aggregate Sieve Analysis: The mortar evaluation followed the requirements of ASTM C136,
Standard Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates. This method is
based on the use of acid digestion of the binder and sieve analysis of the aggregate. The
analysis process used does not distinguish between cement and lime-based binders.
The sample identification list is shown in the table below.
Table 5. Sample identification and location
Sample ID

Location

S1

Eaton House Basement

S2

Eaton House Basement

The results of acid digestion of the sample are shown in Table 6. The binder component
was found to be approximately 33-34%, and the aggregate component was found to be
approximately 66-67%. Samples S1 and S2 contain a binder/aggregate ratio which
indicates a slightly undersanded mortar in comparison with typical masonry mortars.
The aggregate gradation curve, plotted in Figure 1, shows that the aggregates from S1 and
S2 generally fall within the gradation range of coarse and fine aggregates as specified by
ASTM C144, Standard Specification for Aggregate for Masonry Mortars.
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The aggregate size distribution and colors are shown in Figure 2. Sample S1 contained
aggregate that had a slightly darker color suggesting the aggregates may have come from
multiple locations nearby, however the gradations for the two samples are nearly identical.
Trial mixtures may be required to produce a repair material that matches the original with
respect to color and texture.
Recommended Mortar Formulation: Mortar used for repointing joints, crack repair, and
rebuilding should meet requirements of ASTM C270, Standard Specification for Mortar for
Unit Masonry, for Type O mortar, with volumetric proportions of 1 part Portland cement, 2
parts lime, and 8 to 9 parts sand.
Alternatively, especially in areas protected from weather, or if masonry units are
particularly soft, the use of Type K mortar, with volumetric proportions of 1 part Portland
cement, 3 parts lime, and 10 to 11 parts sand would be preferred. Although slightly less
durable than Type O, Type K mortar is more accommodating to softer historic masonry.
These relatively soft repointing mortars should be compatible with both the stiffness and
the vapor permeability of the surrounding masonry materials, avoiding stress
concentrations and moisture problems that could damage masonry units.
The use of pigments may be required to match the hardened mortar color. Pigments
conforming to ASTM C979, Standard Specification for Pigments for Integrally Colored
Concrete, are suitable for mortar, but should not exceed 5% by weight of binder content in
the mortar. It is also possible that the use of white Portland cement will be required in lieu
of typical gray cement in order to match the existing mortar color. Trial mixtures may be
required to arrive at a mix that matches the original mortar with respect to color and
texture.
Table 6. Results of acid digestion of concrete samples
Sample ID
S1
Mass before acid digestion (g)
55.27
Mass after acid digestion (g)
44.47
Binder mass (g)
10.80
Aggregate mass(g)
44.47
Binder volume (cm3)
16.86
Aggregate volume (cm3)
34.70
Total volume (cm3)
51.56
Binder (%)
33
Aggregate(%)
67
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S2
62.38
49.61
12.77
49.61
19.93
38.71
58.64
34
66
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55.27
62.38

S1
S2

44.47
49.61

10.80
12.77

44.47
49.61

16.86
19.93

34.70
38.71

51.56
58.64

33
34

67
66

EATON HOUSE
The gradation range specified for masonry mortar in ASTM C144 is indicated in dashed lines.
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Figure 1. Aggregate distribution by sieve size for mortar samples.
Figure 1. Aggregate distribution by sieve size for mortar samples.
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Figure 2. Aggregate distribution and color for mortar sample.
Figure 2. Aggregate distribution and color for mortar sample.
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4.3 Zoning Code Compliance
The Comprehensive Plan designated the site as residential mixed use. The zoning
designated it as Central Business District. The building’s intended use as a museum and
educational assembly space is in compliance with the “Allowable Uses” of the Town of
Windsor zoning.
4.4 Building Code Compliance
Code analysis must be responsive to the ultimate use of the Eaton House. Its current use is
as storage. As such, code considerations are minimal. Should the town decide that it wishes
to have public access to portions of the interior, a full range of building codes would then
apply.
The following building codes have been adopted by the Town of Windsor, Colorado.
– 2012 IBC
– With amendments 2012 IRC
– With amendments 2012 IMC
– With amendments 2012 IPC
– With amendments 2012 IFGC
– With amendments 2012 IPMC
– With amendments 2012 IEBC
– With amendments 2009 IECC
– With amendments 2013 ANSI A117.1 2009
– 2014 NEC - Adopted at the state level
Design Criteria
– 30# ground snow load
– 30# roof snow load
– Seismic design category B
– Frost Depth 30 inches
– Wind speed – Because this is a Special Wind Region, we use the most current wind
study performed by CSU using ASCE-7, Ultimate Design wind speed of 115. This will
need converted for use in a Risk Category IV building.
A comprehensive code evaluation of the Eaton House should be completed as part of any
decision opening the house to the public for meeting purposes. The above listed codes will
each have varying implications regarding compliance if the house is transitioned from
storage to a public access use. The type of public access may also vary, and may affect the
decision as based on the code compliance considerations and the costs to achieve
compliance. By example, occasional use of the house for interpretive short-term gatherings
may not trigger the same code concerns as providing history education classes 12 months
of the year. In addition, the availability of other near-by facilities in support of the house
re-use may allow in-house needs to be supplied by on-site facilities, such as an ADA
compliant restroom facility. Conversely, should the Town to decide to use the Eaton House
to provide housing for staff—curators, interpretive specialists, facility mangers—the house
would need to be upgraded to meet residential code compliance. By example, while the
current storage use does not require an electrical system, the other uses would; with
consequent comprehensive upgrading to meet the electrical code.
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In response to a significant change from present use, three primary and two
supplementary systems would be the likely first for upgrading to meet code by
comprehensive replacement (primary) and by the first installation of its kind for the house
(secondary). The three primary systems are: electrical, plumbing, and mechanical. The two
supplementary systems are smoke and fire protection (required by most all use upgrades)
and security (recommended).
Design Criteria (per above list)
1. The structural load design criterion of 30# snow load has been considered with the
calculations resulting in the determined need and recommended treatment to
reinforce the roof structure.
2. The minimum depth to frost level of 30 inches does not appear to be the uniform
minimum of the four foundation systems (main brick structure plus three additions).
However, the entire depth of the foundations is not visible from the interior basement
space. Further evaluation involving excavation would confirm actual depths. The depth
of the foundations for the main house has been deemed to be an unlikely contributing
factor to the condition issues of the brick masonry west wall. The condition issues of
the bases of the north and west additions may be in part attributable to their
respective foundations, but the more visible primary issues are flashing and
inadequate height above ground surface of the sill beam (east addition) and sill plates
(north addition).
3. Seismic design category B was not evaluated for this structure at this time.
4. Wind speed with an Ultimate Design wind speed of 115 is of concern for roofing
elements and sidewall pressures. As the installation of new roofing was recently
completed by the Town of Windsor for the Eaton House, it is reasonable to assume the
project was in compliance. Relative to side wall wind pressures, as an existing house
the house structure is likely to be “grandfathered” even though if similarly constructed
today it might not meet the requirement.
While the primary objective of building codes is safety, allowances are typically made for
existing older buildings and particularly historic buildings. These allowances can be set out
within the code and/or in separate equivalent codes such as the Uniform Code for Building
Conservation (UCBC) and the International Existing Building Code (IEBC). The purpose of
these codes is to provide a process for achieving equivalent performance objectives
through means other than those specified in the code, with particular concern for the
preservation of historic materials and maintaining historic integrity. Achieving the latter
requires a combination of compromise and creativity.
4.5 Accessibility Compliance
The building is not ADA compliant in its present form. Based on the Ultimate Use the
building may need to achieve compliance to specific requirements contained in ANSI
A117.1 2009.
•

Per Chapter 3. Building Blocks: Floor surfaces and thresholds will be reviewed for
lippage (1/4" maximum) and coefficients of friction. Particular attention is paid to
thresholds at doors, differences in and between finished floor heights, and floor
heating registers. Turning spaces need to be of sufficient size (unobstructed) and level.
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Limits on protrusions, accessible heights, and knee space allowances are examined. In
essence people with impaired sight should have access and those of impaired mobility
should be able to reach key features; from light switches to countertops in the kitchen.
In addition to the kitchen bathroom reach and clearance issues are of particular
concern with detailed requirements.
•

Per Chapter 4 Accessible Routes. This chapter covers walking surfaces, doors and
doorways, ramps, lifts, and the like. For example, specific criteria are set for turning
radius, walkway slopes, and ramp design. In essence, the criteria are applied to allow
access from the exterior into and around the building interior for people with
impairments. The site-related portion (next Chapter) deals with the parking spaces and
drop-off zone. Critical for existing historic buildings is leniency on door widths; not
expanding a 32" wide doorway to 36". Inaccessible second floors, such as for Eaton
House, cannot be readily made accessible. Programming of space may provide an
experience on the first floor only or alternatively, visual presentations of second floor
spaces for interpretive purposes may be accomplished by videos. Powered door
openers while desirable may be considered for replacement by a call system, notifying
staff of the need for assistance.

•

Per Chapter 5. General Site and Building Elements. This chapter addresses parking
space location, sizes, and features as well as the same considerations for the drop off
area and the site located portion of an accessible route. Railings tend to become a
preservation issue requiring creativity to provide railings with all the required
characteristics without a starkly modern non-harmonic appearance.

•

Per Chapter 6. Plumbing Elements and Facilities. This chapter applies the clearance
requirements previously articulated to toilets, sinks, showers, and similar facilities. The
current bathroom in the Eaton House would require an extensive remodeling to
provide compliant accommodation.

•

Chapter 7. Communication Elements and Features. This chapter addresses these
requirements and includes very specific signage requirements for sizes and fonts,
braille, and communication for the hearing impaired.

•

Chapter 8. Special Rooms and Spaces. None of those listed are likely to be part of the
Eaton House re-use, except for the kitchen. Existing kitchen counter heights might
require adjustment (lowering) depending on the ability to create another lower
counter.

The above Chapters contain the primary considerations applicable to a wide variety of
Eaton House re-use scenarios.
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5.0 Preservation Plan
Introduction
The purpose of a Preservation Plan is to set out all of the individual work items to preserve
the existing elements or features to a state of physical health. Items may be included that
assist in the restoration of historic integrity such as replacement of missing character
defining features, removal of poorly executed repairs with appropriate repairs, and the
removal of significantly impactful non-historic intrusions. In some cases, the Preservation
Plan may include new elements that: facilitate the removal of visually intrusive intrusions
by their replacement with significantly less intrusive methods (remove barbed wire on the
wall tops and replace with video cameras), enhance the protection of the historic resource
(install an underground drain system), enhance the financial viability of the resource so it
can be self-sustaining, and add new components to meet code requirements (ADA access).
Each of these line items is accompanied by judgments as to priority, phasing, and probable
cost. Each recommended treatment and intervention has been vetted to maximize
compliance with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Historic
Rehabilitation that are the generally recognized standards. Please note that there are also
standards and guidelines for Preservation, Restoration, and Reconstruction. These three
are used when applicable.
Amongst the most difficult decisions is the selection of the priority ranking of the line
items. While all of the elements on the big list have been selected because they represent a
need for action, the selection process demands a method for making the priority decisions.
This decision-making method must be logical, mindful of the resource’s health, concerned
with longevity and safety, and be open to review. Amongst the general underlying
principles for the process are:
1. Health and safety. Would the collapse or failure of the element or feature cause a
danger to the general public, users, and/or Owners (premises liability)?
2. Multiplier effect. Would the delay in treatment cause substantial additional damage
of high cost; the unraveling of the historic fabric?
3. Code issues. Could the code authorities lose their patience and close the facility or
reduce the use if changes were not made?
4. Structural failure. Is there a high likelihood of structural failure?
5. Hazardous materials exposure. Are there hazardous materials that are a clear and
present danger?
6. Maintenance cost reduction. Will the repair significantly decrease maintenance
costs?
The above principles exhibit overlap for specific line items. A structural collapse can cause
danger to the public and increased liability for the Owner, and bring down the Code
Authorities, and cause a significant multiplier effect. Each project is different and exists in
its own context for decision making, especially given the public’s beliefs and depth of
understanding of the problem. For example, safety is paramount for public entities.
Deferred maintenance due to lower revenues received by the government may lead to
unsafe conditions in a government property. If a wall collapses, how will it be received by
the taxpayers? Seldom will the taxpayer feel guilty even if they voted against the Bond
Issue that was to provide the money to fix the problem. In essence, all circumstances vary
and decisions need to account for context.
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Phasing is another decision. Once the prioritization is done, the natural tendency is to
include all first priority line items in the first phase. Two considerations may adjust this
inclination. First, line items associated with a single item may be more cost effectively
completed as one project. For example, a retaining wall that is likely to soon overturn
should be comprehensively fixed: crack repair, reinforcing, tie backs installed, missing
stones replaced, pointing completed, drainage systems installed, vegetation pulled back,
and so on. Comprehensive means providing a complete job, including removing the causes
for the problem.
The second consideration is budget. There may not be enough money available to address
all the first priority line items. In addition, the sources of available funds may be directive,
for example just solutions of ADA problems, or focus on one building or feature, or focus on
one part of one building. Particularly, funding sources for non-profits are more likely to
select their favorite project, not necessarily the highest priority project.
All of these factors can come together in a situation, for example, there is a comprehensive
need for tree pruning, and there are both dead trees and hanging broken off branches.
With a fixed budget, the directive would be to first remove the dead hanging branches
(highest danger) followed by removal of the dead trees, and if there were still money left in
the budget, one might go on to repair the most historically significant trees and finally
wind up with general pruning. The tree work involves one contractor and it is most
efficient to have one contractor do all of their work at one time.
The source of the funds may impose even more conditions, such as in the above example,
perform tree work in just one area of an overall site because of their connection to that
specific area. Likewise one funding source may be focused on one building in a complex of
buildings, quite typical of Alumni donations. The non-profit typically builds a
comprehensive budget by accumulation of a series of focused giving with the gaps filled by
general giving.
Preservation Plan for the Eaton House
This Preservation Plan used the Colorado Historical Society’s (CHS’s) guidelines to
describe/qualify recommended treatments prescribed in the Structure Condition
Assessment and then prioritizes the necessary work into a logical order and assigns
phasing plan. This order ranks the most urgent work, such as deterioration, structural
weakness, and/or life safety issues over less urgent repairs. All recommended treatments
should be included in the Preservation Plan. In Preservation Plans, first priority should be
given to the needs of the historic building/resource. Programmatic needs of building
owners and/or clients need to be represented as secondary priorities. When taking the
information from the Structure Condition Assessment as described in detail in this report,
the Preservation Plan Matrix is a synopsis of descriptions, evaluations, and
recommendations for the elements, features, or spaces utilizing the following bold-faced
terms. Beneath each level of condition is CHS’s interpretation of what Good, Fair, and Poor
condition indicates.
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Prioritized Work
Recommended Treatments for elements, features or space(s) are prioritized and identified
utilizing the following terms in the matrix. The numbers in the matrix that correspond to
the priority are in parentheses.
• Critical Deficiency (1):
Advanced deterioration has resulted in failure of the building feature or element or will
result in its failure if not corrected within two years, and/or
Accelerated deterioration of adjacent or related building materials has occurred as a
result of the feature or element’s deficiency, and/or
The feature or element poses a threat to the health and/or safety of the user, and/or
The feature or element fails to meet a legislative requirement.
• A Serious Deficiency (2):
Deterioration, if not corrected within two to five years, will result in the failure of the
building feature or element, and/or
The feature or element may pose a threat to the health and/or safety of the user within
two to five years if the deterioration is not corrected, and/or
Deterioration of adjacent or related building materials and/or systems will occur as a
result of the deficiency of the feature or element.
• Minor Deficiency (3):
Standard preventive maintenance practices and building conservation methods have
not been followed, and/or
A reduced life expectancy of affected or related building materials and/or systems will
result, and/or
A condition exists with long-term impact beyond five years.
Phasing Plan
Since some of the work is to be completed in more than one phase, the matrix has a column
indicating a logical and sequential phasing plan. Phased plans for construction need to
consider mobilization, seasons, construction sequencing, protection of building, and
current uses.
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Estimate of Probable Cost of Construction
The Estimates of Probable Construction Cost shown in the matrix reflect the current
market and include a percentage cost increase to account for inflation if the project is
phased or delayed.
ELEMENT
Site: Drainage and
Topography

Site: Vegetation

Site: Hard Surfaces
(Walkways and
Stairs) (see
regrading below)

TREATMENT
The opportunity to achieve the
desired slopes in the 10-foot zone
are possible on all elevations
except the south elevation. At this
elevation there are concrete
walks (see below) and if the
recommended treatment of their
replacement is followed, a cross
slope of 2 percent away from the
building will assist in drainage
control.
Treatment Recommendation:
Prepare the soil and seed the bare
area with varietal to match the
existing.
Treatment Recommendation:
Remove and replace the
deteriorated sections of hard
surface walkways with in-kind
materials. While the extent of the
materials should remain the
same, cross-slopes away from the
building of 2 percent should be
created. This will require some
fill in the area from the east
elevation of the south addition
eastward. All fill should be
compacted to 95% Procter
density.
The two sets of entry stairs
should be replaced in-kind.
If building is to be ADA compliant,
add alternative is for ramp at
$2,100 (concrete walks receive
side wall, entry platform, and
railing.
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PRIORITY
3

PHASE
3

COST EST.
$420

3

3

$518

3

3

$1,920

$800
3

3

$2,100
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ELEMENT
Structural System
Evaluation:
Foundation
Systems—
Basement Walls
Structural System
Evaluation—
Exterior Masonry
Walls Structural
Evaluation

Structural System
Evaluation—
Exterior Masonry
Walls Structural
Evaluation
Structural System
Evaluation: First
Floor Structural
Evaluation

Structural System
Evaluation: Second
Floor Structural
Evaluation

Structural System
Evaluation: Second
Floor Structural
Evaluation

TREATMENT
These walls will require repairs
to segments of the south and west
elevations by mortar replacement
and resetting seven bricks.

PRIORITY
1

PHASE
1

The exterior masonry walls are
generally in good condition,
however it is advised to remove
the paint using chemical strippers
from the historic masonry if
funds can be made available.
Typically, paints do not allow
water vapor to pass through them
from the masonry underneath.
This can create damage when
moisture is trapped in the
masonry (behind the paint layer)
during freezing conditions. Lead
based paint is assumed.
Crack repairs at west wall base
and window heads. Cracks, open
mortar joints, and failed mortar,
as noted in Table 2, should be
repointed with same historic
mortar formulation.
A comprehensive mid-span
support system for the floor joists
should be designed and installed
to reduce bending stresses in the
existing members to allowable
levels and reduce floor
deflections.
The simplest recommendation is
to limit public occupancy and
limit storage to no more than 15
pounds per square foot on the
second floor. If this is
unacceptable, the joist species
and grade could be determined
by additional investigations and
this information then used to
perform an engineering analysis
of the floor system.
Strengthening (e.g., sistering the
existing joists) may still be
required. –if needed.

2

2

$6,515

1

1

$3,800

1

1

$3,100

2

2

$2,400

2

2

$3,320
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COST EST.
$1,100

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT
Structural System
Evaluation: Roof
Framing System
Structural
Evaluation

Mortar
Exterior Finishes—
Wood Siding, East
Addition

TREATMENT
We recommend sistering all roof
rafters with a nominal 2 x 6 inch
member (DF 2 or better) attached
to the side of the existing rafter.
All ceiling joists should have a
new 2 x 4 inch hanger (DF 2 or
better) attached from near the
peak of the roof to near mid-span
of the joist. Blocking between
rafters at the ridge should be
installed to supplement the
missing ridge board and blocking
should be placed between ceiling
joists at bearing points and at
mid-span. The increased depth of
the roof rafters (3½ to 5½
inches) will require removal of
the plaster on the interior at the
haunches along the north and
south walls and reinstallation of
plaster over lath or gypsum board
and tie in with the plaster ceiling
and walls.
If removal of plaster at the
haunches is unacceptable,
another method of strengthening
should be devised with the
strengthening members installed
only in the available space in the
attic. Further engineering
investigation and design would
be required, from a structural
engineer, to accomplish this task.
Repointing joints, crack repair,
and removal of loose bricks and
relaying them.
The east addition has major
structural concerns that will only
be fully revealed upon the
deconstruction of the walls by
removal of the clapboard siding
and the associated trim. The
likely treatment, subject to post
deconstruction investigation
results, might include all of the
following items (with costs):
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PRIORITY
1

PHASE
1

COST EST.
$5,800

$1,200
for
inspection,
design,
and to
develop a
construction detail
1

1

$4,000
(LS)

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT

TREATMENT
Jacking the addition back to
its original height as
determined by the closing of
the gap at the join.
Remove deteriorated wood
at the base of the three
columns and the sill member
between them.
Installing new preservative
treated wood to replace the
removed wood. The columns
wood would be attached by a
stepped scarf.
Installation of a new
foundation at the perimeter.
This will likely be a concrete
foundation.
Replacement of deteriorated
siding and trim pieces: lower
covering board, sill extension
at the windows level, and
lower covering board
assembly. Install sill flashing
of galvanized sheet metal.
Existing salvageable siding to
be used as a match for profile
of lower edge, cleaned of
paint, back primed, painted,
and reinstalled using
stainless steel ring shank
nails covered by the lap and
set in caulk at the joins with
trim pieces (ends of all
pieces). New clapboards to
be likewise installed. PAINT
ALL.
All molding pieces to be
similarly treated.
Depending on findings & use
plan, installation of screens
in openings (base is 15x$90
+ 2x$127 + paint @$800)

PRIORITY
1

PHASE
1

COST EST.
$600

1

1

$500

1

1

$1,300

1

1

$1,400

1

1

$1,900

1

1

$1,456

Excavation was not completed as
a part of this report and is
recommended for future research
in order to assess the presence of
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[$5,000 if
lead]

1

1

$200

1

1

$2,500

1

1

$2,400

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT

Exterior Finishes—
Wood Siding, north
addition

Exterior Finishes—
Wood Siding, south
addition

TREATMENT
a foundation. Archaeological
monitoring/mitigation is
required by a number of state and
federal regulations when any
ground disturbance results from
preservation activities where
there is state and/or federal
involvement.
North addition treatments are
expected to commence with
deconstruction of the lower third
of the walls to determine the
amount of deteriorated structure
that will require replacement. As
for the east addition, the sevenstep process is the same. Given
the extent of deterioration of the
siding, the expectation is that the
focus will be on rot in the lower
portions of studs and the
treatment process would be the
removal of rotted wood, and
sistering the studs and
replacement of any deteriorated
sill plates and replacement with
preservative treated wood. For
the north addition, it is expected
that sheathing will be found and
that some will exhibit
deterioration. After removal of
the deteriorated sheathing,
replace in kind. Flashing
installation over new
impregnated felt (“tarpaper”) will
be required. The siding should be
replaced in kind where needed.
The drop lap siding is currently
an available commercial product.
Paint
[if lead]
South addition treatments are
recommended to commence at
the area of observed significant
deterioration, the northeast
corner of the addition. This is
likely to be the only area of
significant rot in the structural
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PRIORITY

PHASE

COST EST.

1

1

$5,940
(includes
deconstru
ction)

1

1

1

1

$1,600
[+$3,225]
$1,100

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT

TREATMENT
members. Given that the wood
siding is in better condition on
this addition than the other two,
deconstruction is not expected to
be warranted beyond the area of
observed significant
deterioration. After repairs, and
installation of molding pieces to
replace those missing, the siding
and moldings should be
repainted. Preparation of the
surfaces for painting should be
completed by scraping and
sanding with due care to follow
lead paint removal safety
procedures including capture.
Alternatively the walls may be
scraped of paint using an infrared
quartz heat plate that does not
reach the temperature at which
lead volatilizes, 650-plus degrees
Fahrenheit. This device reaches a
maximum heat of 600 degrees.
The EPA specifies that lead paint
removal may only be done by
certified firms.

PRIORITY

PHASE

PAINT
[if lead]

Gable ends of main
house

Exterior Finishes—
Moldings and Trim

Drainage System—
Flashing, Gutters,
and Downspouts

$900
[+$1,870]

Wood shingles may require some
refastening and will require
painting.
Replacement in-kind. Back side
breathing may be accomplished
by installation of a commercially
available “rain-guard” type
product.
Where moldings are missing
entirely or sections are missing,
replace to match. Where rotted,
replace to match. Prep and paint
all moldings.
Install a replacement end cap on
the enclosed porch gutter.
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COST EST.

106

$1,800
1

1

$2,188

1

1

$580

1

1

$10

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT
Chimneys,
Skylights, and
Cupolas
Door #7
Door #8
Door #9
Door #10
Window #1
Window #2
Window #3
Window #4
Window #5
Window #6
Window #7
Window #8
Window #9
Window #10
Window #11
Window #12
Window #13
Window #14
Window #15

Interior Finishes:
Wall and Ceiling
Finish Materials

TREATMENT
Reconstruct with like size and
color brick. Use a mortar mix
recommended by the
Conservators.
Paint
Touch up paint at hinge edge
Reglue, repaint
Reglue, repaint
Paint
Scrape and fill, reglue joints, paint
Paint and remove paint splatters
on glass. New glazing putty
required.
Lower sash is missing most of its
paint coating, same for meeting
rail.
Paint
Paint and upper sash glass
Paint and upper sash glass,
replace meeting rail
Paint, glue meeting rail back
together
New glazing putty and paint
New glazing putty and paint
New glazing putty and paint
New glazing putty and paint
Paint and glazing putty needed
Paint and glazing putty needed
Paint. Possible damage to lower 4
inches of lower sash and window
sill due to moisture, deconstruct
at interior wall, review subsill
and studs condition. Exterior roof
to sidewall flashing has been
extended with the recent flashing
project.
Review in detail the wall
conditions once the rooms have
been cleared of artifacts. The
south addition wall scratches can
be filled with spackle and the wall
re-painted. Second story wall
cracks in the plaster are
recommended to be treated with
plaster fill: clean out crack,
undercut edges, and fill with
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PRIORITY
2

PHASE
2

COST EST.
$800

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$125
$50
$250
$250
$100
$200
$120

2

2

$140

2
2
2

2
2
2

$100
$170
$300

2

2

$150

2
2
2
2
2
2
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
1

$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$100
$400

2

2

$1,600

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT
Interior Finishes:
Wall and Ceiling
Finish Materials

Interior Finishes:
Floor Finish
Materials

Interior Finishes:
Floor Finish
Materials

Interior Finishes:
Trim and Built-Ins
(not previously
addressed in 3.5)

TREATMENT
plaster. Finish surface with
texture to match adjacent.
The ceiling areas with cracks
should be attached with plaster
repair screws and washers, the
cracks filled, the surface coated
with plaster-weld, and the
ceilings comprehensively covered
with a new skim coat. 364 sf
The treatment of the floor
finishes is dependent on the use
of the building. If it is decided to
have the house represent a
specific period of significance,
then the floor finishes should
reflect that period. Exposure of
the original flooring and its
refinishing would then be the
appropriate treatment. None of
the resilient flooring appears to
date from prior to mid century.
There is no true linoleum. The
likely original finishes were the
wood floors. REFINISH
ALLOWANCE 1,300 S.F. X $6,
includes removal of non-historic
finishes
The damaged wood floor sections
will require replacement for
those boards that exhibit
scratches greater than 1/8 inch in
depth, where the wood has been
broken, or where replacement
wood is a different species (poor
repairs).
If the property is returned to an
agreed upon period of
significance that pre-dates the
modern (typically 1950s)
additions, the moldings should be
returned to the examples of plain
wood base and case. The built-in
cabinets will require further
discussion as to date of
installation and potential for
retention. Other areas may be
returned to an earlier period.
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PRIORITY

PHASE

COST EST.

2

2

$2,912

2

2

$7,800

2

2

$580

2

2

$11,000
[L.S.]

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

ELEMENT
Water Service,
Plumbing, and
Sewer Utilities

Electrical and
Lighting Systems
including fixtures

Heating System

ADA Restroom

TREATMENT
Lumps sum includes cabinet
replacement.
If the building is re-used with the
requirements of bathroom and or
kitchen the systems will require
new piping to code. The system
will require the interior to be
heated or the piping to have heat
tape if winter operation is
anticipated.
Install a comprehensive electrical
system in compliance with
current codes.
There are no treatments for the
lighting fixtures, with the sole
exception of the ceiling light on
the second floor: Install electric
fixtures of the decided period of
significance.
Depending on future use, an
HVAC system will have to be
designed and installed, such as a
heat pump with forced hot air @
$7,800 or boiler and fin tube
radiation at $8,500. These costs
assume that installation of
insulation of the shell such as
under the first floor, interior face
of foundation perimeter, and attic
space has been done.
if needed

PRIORITY

PHASE

3

3

$7,000

3

3

$15,600

3

3

$7,800

3

3

$10,800

TOTAL COST ESTIMATE FOR PHASE ONE
TOTAL COST ESTIMATE FOR PHASE TWO
TOTAL COST ESTIMATE FOR PHASE THREE

$44,574
$39,482
$46,958

Structural System Evaluation: Roof Framing System Structural Evaluation: If
removal of plaster at the haunches is unacceptable, another method of
strengthening should be devised with the strengthening members installed
only in the available space in the attic. Further engineering investigation and
design would be required, from a structural engineer, to accomplish
Exterior Finishes—Wood Siding, East Addition: Existing salvageable siding to
be used as a match for profile of lower edge, cleaned of paint, back primed,
painted, and reinstalled using stainless steel ring shank nails covered by the
lap and set in caulk at the joins with trim pieces (ends of all pieces). New
clapboards to be likewise installed. PAINT ALL. If lead is present, add this amt.
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COST EST.

$1,200

$5,000

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

Exterior Finishes—Wood Siding, north addition. If lead is present, add this
amount to paint.
Exterior Finishes—Wood Siding, south addition, paint. If lead is present, add
this amount.

$3,225
$1,870

The above list of treatments and costs are all line items and as such do not include
contingency, contractor’s overhead and profit, architect and engineer fees, and owner’s
costs. A line item may be able to be accomplished for the estimated price if the client
manages the project, the scope remains the same, and the construction markets are
competitive. Additional costs are contingencies at 20%, general contractor overhead and
profit plus general conditions at 25%, and architecture and engineering fees at 15%. Each
of these is to be added to the total prior to calculating the percentage increase. For
example, a $100,000 subtotal of line items would have $20,000 added for contingencies,
and 25% of $120,000 ($30,000) added for the general contractor charges, and 15% of
$150,000 ($22,500) added for A/E fees for an overall total of $172,500.
If state and federal government funds are involved, archeological investigations will be
required.
An additional cost will be environmental hazardous materials assessment, including
testing, and the resultant requirements for mitigation. The costs of this service are
unknown and the resultant mitigation requirements can only be known after the hazard
assessment is completed.
6.0 Photographs and Illustrations
All photographs and illustrations are integrated into the text.
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Appendix 8.1: Paint Analysis
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PAINT ANALYSIS
REPORT
for

EATON HOUSE
WINDSOR, COLORADO
Prepared by:
the Collaborative, inc.
2080 Pearl Street
Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 442-3601 • (303) 449-3666 FAX
email: collab@thecollaborativeinc.net
May 25, 2016

WINDSOR HSA
Paint Analysis
Introduction:
The process of paint analysis is in four stages:
1. PRE-FIELD: Given the specifics of the building, project objectives, and budget
constraints a sampling plan is formulated. There may be an emphasis of determining
sequence of construction, the determination of relative ages of an addition to the main
structure, and/or the originality of various elements such as windows. One difficulty in
setting a budget is a lack of detailed familiarity with the structure to allow comprehensive
sampling. Another difficulty is that during historic research, questions may have arisen
for which the answer may be provided by paint sampling or the research may indicate a
documented comprehensive change such as all windows were replaced.
2. FIELD SAMPLING: Paint sampling in the field begins with the review of the potential
locations conceived in the sampling plan and adjustments to the plan to deal with actual
situation. such adjustments will typically include the results of the first rounds of research
and associated questions for which the paint analysis may provide answers. Specific
locations are chosen for the subject element from areas with the least amount of
ultraviolet deterioration and the most apparent paint layers. The samples are taken by a
knife plunged into the surface at an angle to a depth that will allow the removed sample
to include substrate. The paint sample is placed into an envelope, each of which is
sequentially numbered. The element and paint sample location are referenced on the
envelope or on a sketch for complex elements with multiple sample locations, and further
noted as to location on the drawings of the buildings; floor plans and/or elevations. Often,
there is a question in the field of the integrity of a sample—a detached substrate is a
common concern—and other samples from the same location are taken and put in the
same envelope.
3. LABORATORY ANALYSIS: In the laboratory the sample is evaluated using a
microscope. The sample is viewed flat, with substrate side up, and on edge. Each of the
first three or more layers is matched to the “Munsell System of Color Notation,” a widely
recognized international system of color notation with specific intervals around the color
wheel for hue, chroma, and value. There are specific additional tables for neutral colors:
whites, grays, and blacks. The light source for viewing is natural daylight from the north,
per ASTM D 1729 Standard Practice for Visual Evaluation of Color Differences of
Opaque Materials. The color matching to the Munsell System is per the procedures set
forth in ASTM D 1535-68 (Reapproved 1974) Specifying Color by the Munsell System.
The results for each sample are recorded on individual forms on which each of the layers
is identified (per the contracted amount, such as the earliest three) and the total number of
layers is estimated. For projects in which the historic color scheme is the key objective,
color matching the first three layers is typical. Other research objectives may require
color matching for additional layers. A common language name may be used to identify a
Windsor HSA Paint Analysis Report: p. 1

color, such as “Gray Avocado” along with the Munsell color notation of 10GY 8/2. This
common name designation serves two purposes: the reader gains a sense of the color, and
it becomes easier to read the common names than to pick through the Munsell notations
to see patterns. Our office has created many common names to ease understanding of the
color’s appearance.
4. REPORT: As part of the contract we will summarize the results and address the project
objectives. Examples of response to project objectives are: all windows but one had the
same number of layers (7), window #9 had two layers; the first three layers indicate the
following earliest color scheme; or the earliest of the five layers of the addition was Gray
Avocado, and this was layer four of the eight layers of the main structure.
The report should also note if any sample was a “mongrel,” a sample with very different
number of layers and colors than its “neighbors”: (adjacent) or cousins (same element
different location). A mongrel does not seem likely to have been a replacement element;
for example, a sample in a sequence of wall samples with many more layers. By example,
there are various explanations for such a mongrel: mislabeled sample, all of the rest of the
wall was re-stuccoed (painted), the rest of the wall was stripped of paint, or this area was
the spot where different colors were tried out for owner approval. Wall colors in interior
spaces may be changed regularly so the definition of mongrel may change for the
interior. Frequent changes on exteriors may occur at a commercial storefront with tenant
turnover. In essence, these are judgment calls.
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Paint Analysis Results Evaluation
There is a series of questions that the paint analysis results has the potential to answer.
1. What is the sequence of construction of the additions?
2. Are the windows seen today in their original location, and if not, can it be determined
if these windows were relocated from other parts of the house, or were re-used from
other houses (salvage)?
3. Were any additions to the house likely to have been moved on to the site?
Key Factors in Answering These Questions
Amongst the ways to answer these questions with paint analysis are to compare between
samples the number of layers and the paint color sequence. In general, people paint the
entire exterior of their house at one time. In contrast, individual rooms may be painted at
one time, but not all rooms, and one wall may be painted another color from the others;
an accent wall. The confusing aspect of this house is that the main original house is brick,
was not likely to have been painted soon after construction but rather painted later on
after deterioration was evident, and three portions of the lower brick walls are in the
occupied spaces (south, east, and north) of the three additions. Thus the brick walls of
these spaces were painted at some time in concert with the other walls of the individual
room of the addition. If the brick walls were painted before the additions were made then
all three additions brick walls would have the same early layers. If the brick walls were
painted after the addition or additions were made, the paint layers present on the majority
of the exposed to the brick exterior walls would not be present on the interior of the
addition or additions.
Windows can be painted the same color as their frames and/or casings or they can be
picked out in a different color. Confusing the issue of window originality is that the
windows of the Main House have been changed out for more modern windows, and two
windows have been enlarged to the extent that they appear as “picture windows.”
Without having original windows in the older Main House, a key reference is lost. The
number of layers can be telling. The first layer color may not be so telling if all of the
windows on the entire building, regardless of time period, were painted white. However,
if one addition’s windows have two layers of white and another addition has five, then it
can be assumed that the one with the five layers is older.
A clue as to an addition being moved on to the site is the paint layer colors. If the earliest
layers of an addition do not match the other colors of the Main House or its additions, and
its sequence, the addition may have been moved on to the site. Do note: there were many
standard colors in a fairly limited palette commercially available so just focusing on one
color can be misleading. By example, greens and reds were popular and available
beginning in the 1870s and the color palette began to be expanded beginning late in that
decade and continuing on into the 1890s. So finding the same single color in two places
is not as defining as the same sequence of multiple colors.
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1. What is the Sequence of Construction of the Additions?
The three layers common to all three additions are the top three layers of white. Only the
south addition has more layers with seven in total. In a normal circumstance, this would
indicate the south addition as being older by having been painted more often. If there was
evidence from historic records as to dates of the additions, which there is not, then the
paint analysis would provide corroboration. Calculating the average number of years
between coatings would be easy if one knew an addition was 60 years old, and noted the
current paint coating as significantly deteriorated, which they all are, one would assume
the first coat to have been applied right after construction and the last coat applied
relative to its state of deterioration perhaps 30 years ago. The intervals in years would
thus be first coat zero, second coat fifteen, and top coat thirty. Entering into the
calculations are several items for any such calculations: the period of the depression (no
money), local economic downturns (no money), World War Two (paint availability),
periods of vacancy, and changes in ownership.
During paint analysis the condition of the paint layers is observed. By example, an older
cracked layer of paint when overlaid by a new layer will penetrate the cracks in the older
layer providing a strong clue to condition. Each paint sample is subjected to multiple
viewings through the microscope, looking at multiple edges of the sample to see if the
layer sequence is uniform in coloration for each view. However, the two paint layers
must be of a different color for this to be obvious. The top three layers of the additions
are all white, and are thus without contrast.
The south addition with its seven layers is an anomaly and will be reviewed in the answer
to question #3 below.
Each of the additions was “butted up” to the Main House brick. The oldest layers of the
brick walls internal to each addition were all sampled and compared to the samples of the
exterior brick of the Main House paint layers. One of the concerns in paint analysis is to
sample areas with a full sequence of paint. However, the sample may not represent all of
the layers applied to a wall if the paint was so deteriorated as to have been largely or
totally removed and the wall subsequently repainted. Another concern is that an exterior
was not comprehensively painted, rather the areas needing paint were re-painted only.
Exteriors are particularly subject to these concerns given the difference in exposure levels
to ultraviolet degradation for each elevation. The results for exposed brick exterior are
found in sample numbers 8 & 9.
Sample #9 from the east elevation indicates a first layer of what appears to be a white
paint with sand. This combination of sand and paint was a decorative treatment intended
to replicate a stone surface when applied to wood. Its use on brick is unusual. The paint
color is white. If this were a parge coat made with white Portland cement it would appear
similar to the white paint, however, it does look more like oil based paint. This same first
layer is seen in the sample from the brick wall exposed in the east addition, but not in the
south addition where the first layer was “light mustard.” The north addition’s brick wall
is covered over by paneling.
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Sample #8 from the west elevation of the brick Main House has only two layers of white,
neither being the special white sand paint. Two possible scenarios seem possible.
Scenario One: If the white sand paint is the first original layer applied to the brick, then
there would have been an initial period when the brick was exposed and during this
period the south addition was built, after which the white sand paint was applied and the
east addition was built. Scenario Two: If the white sand paint was a treatment used only
on the east elevation, then the east addition was completed at any time if the treatment
was retroactively applied to both the wall inside the east addition and the wall above the
east addition.
Additional paint sampling and analysis would clarify the situation: removal of north
addition paneling on its south wall/Main House north wall, paint sampling of the brick of
the Main House north wall, south wall, and more sampling of the west and east walls.
2. Are the windows seen today in their original location, and if not, can it be determined
if these windows were relocated from other parts of the house, or were re-used from
other houses (salvage)?
Sample numbers 12, 12A, 13, 14, and 15 were of the windows. Simple coloration of
white was found on the windows of the east addition and the Main House. The south
addition window sample (#13), had, in addition to a first layer of shellac, five layers
before the colors turned to white.
The Main House window sampled has been altered to a picture window and shows a
single layer of white. Therefore it appears that the Main House windows and frames do
not provide an historic baseline for comparison. Removal of the window elements may
find traces of original paint on the adjacent brick, essentially drips or overpaint, which
could be analyzed. Further sampling is required before any conclusions can be drawn.
3. Were any additions to the house likely to have been moved on to the site?
The seven layers of paint on the south addition exterior indicate that this addition may
have been moved onto the site from another location. However, the brick wall to which it
is butted does not have the white sand paint. Thus, there is a conflict in the data. One
possibility may be that this portion of the south wall had an entry covering that covered
the wall and therefor no brick painting was required and then the covering was removed
and the addition added thereby allowing enough space for a bathroom. Comparison of
mortar sample results for the Main House basement walls and those of the south addition
would add to the facts upon which a conclusion could be made.
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Paint Analysis Summary
Location

Sample
ID #
North addition,
1
east elevation
North addition,
2
east elevation
South addition,
3
south elevation
South addition,
4
south elevation
South addition,
5
west elevation
East addition,
6
east elevation
East addition,
7
east elevation
Main House,
8
west elevation
Main House,
9
east elevation,
above east
addition
Main House,
10
east elevation,
interior of east
addition
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3rd Layer
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—
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—
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Windsor HSA Paint Analysis Report: p. 6

Color Chips

NOTE: The colors represented here do not necessarily match what you would see
when viewing the actual Munsell Color Notation System chips due to the inherent
variations of electronic scanning and printing discrepancies.

Windsor HSA Paint Analysis Report: p. 7

Key Map

Windsor HSA Paint Analysis Report: p. 8

Individual Sample Sheets

Windsor HSA Paint Analysis Report: p. 9

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 1
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
North addition, east elevation
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
Top Color: White

Munsell #

White

Characteristics

Weathering exposure=creamy

White
White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 2
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
North addition, east elevation
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
Top Color: white

Munsell #

White

Characteristics

Weathering exposure=creamy

White
White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 3
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Structure:
Location of sample:
South addition, south elevation
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
Top Color: white

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

Creamy white

10YR9/2

Red brown
Cream

7.5R3/6
10YR9/4

Spotty

Butterscotch
White
White

5YR6/8

Thin

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

Characteristics

Very thick, may be multiples

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 4
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Structure:
Location of sample:
South addition, south elevation
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
Top Color: White

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

Creamy white

10YR9/2

Red brown
Cream

7.5R3/6
10YR9/4

Spotty

Butterscotch
White
White

5YR6/8

Thin

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

Characteristics

Very thick, may be multiples

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Structure:
Sample #: 5
Location of sample:
South addition, west elevation
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
By: John Feinberg
Top Color: White
Data: There is evidence of paint from above layers moving down by cracks to lower
(earlier) layers
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

Creamy white

10YR9/2

Red brown
Cream

7.5R3/6
10YR9/4

Spotty

Butterscotch
White
White

5YR6/8

Thin

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

Characteristics

Very thick, may be multiples

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Structure:
Sample #: 6
Location of sample:
East addition, east elevation
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
By: John Feinberg
Top Color: white
Data: There are scattered remnants of a muddy gray brown, much weathered.
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

Characteristics

White
White
White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 7
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
East addition, east elevation
Substrate: Exterior wood siding
Top Color: white

Munsell #

Characteristics

White
White
White
White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 8
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
Main House, west elevation
Substrate: Exterior brick
Top Color: white

Munsell #

Characteristics

White
White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

Latex (?)

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 9
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
Main House, east elevation, above east
addition
Substrate: exterior brick
Top Color:

Munsell #

White
Blue green
White

Characteristics

Paint with sand, thick
7.5G4/6

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 10
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
Main House, east elevation, interior of east
addition
Substrate: brick
Top Color: white

Munsell #

White
Red brown
White

Characteristics

Paint with sand
7.5R3/6

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 11
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data: good samples
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Structure:
Location of sample:
Main House, south interior of south
addition
Substrate: brick
Top Color: creamy white

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

Characteristics

Light mustard

7.5YR7/4

Remnant

White
Gray green

10G7/2

Creamy white
White
Creamy white

10YR9/2
10YR9/2

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 12
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
Main House, south window
Substrate: Wood
Top Color: White

Munsell #

Characteristics

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 12A
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Structure:
Location of sample:
Main House, south window
Substrate: wood
Top Color: creamy white [10YR9/2]

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

Creamy white

10YR9/2

Characteristics

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 13
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
South addition, window
Substrate: wood
Top Color: white

Munsell #

Characteristics

Shellac
Gray green
Creamy white

10G7/2
10YR9/2

Light brown gray
Creamy white
White

10YR7/1
10YR9/2

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

Multiple layers

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 14
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016
By: John Feinberg
Data:
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Structure:
Location of sample:
East addition, window
Substrate: wood
Top Color: white

Munsell #

Characteristics

White
White
White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

* = Original Paint Layer

P AINT A NALYSIS
Identification: Windsor HSA
Project: Eaton House
Location:
Sample #: 15
Date Taken: March 2016
By: Andrew Dunehoo
Date Examined: May 2016

Structure:
Location of sample:
North addition, window

Substrate: wood (?), possibly glazing
compound with fiber
By: John Feinberg
Top Color: white
Data: RESAMPLE: should get samples from the wood for sure.
Approx
Historic
Date
*

Layer Description
(color, varnish, dirt, etc.)

Munsell #

White

Further Observations, Documentation or Sketches:

Characteristics

Several layers

* = Original Paint Layer

Appendix 8.2: Measured Drawings

the Collaborative inc. (tCi)

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

Appendix 8.3:
Previous Studies & Analyses

the Collaborative inc. (tCi)

Atkinson-Noland & Associates

EATON HOUSE FOUNDATION
REPAIR & EVALUATION
05/05/14

INVESTIGATION & SUBSEQUENT REPAIR OF
EXISTING FOUNDATION, WEST ELEVATION

Existing Conditions
1.

An area at ground level
at the west elevation of
the Eaton House had
settled causing
separation and
displacement of the
exterior brick wythes.

Area of Excavation & Repair

Existing Conditions
2.

Three points of
possible water
intrusion were
identified:
a. Window sills,
above
b. Horizontal ledger
plate , above
c. Broken water
piping, below

Existing Conditions
3.

A mortar analysis was
conducted to
determine an
appropriate match for
the historic mortar

Pre-wash

a. (See attached mortar
analysis report)

Post-wash

Work performed
4. Excavation was
performed at west
elevation to expose
existing conditions:
a. Excavation
revealed that during
kitchen sink waste
line installation the
existing foundation
course was broken
and displaced.
Interior courses of
stone were rotated
inward along their
long axes and
exterior courses
were broken and/or
removed .

Rotated stone
course

Work performed
5. A support footing
was installed beneath
the bottom rubble
course to provide
support for
stonework above
6. Three horizontal
courses of #5 rebar,
supported on chairs,
were positioned
perpendicular &
parallel to the wall
line prior to concrete
placement

Work performed
7. Freshly
placed
concrete
with CMU
forms

Note - abandoned
waste line

Work performed
8. Cleaned &
prepared
footing
area
9. Original
stone & 1st
course of
existing
brick
replaced

Floor joist, beyond

Work performed
10. Inner
wythes
being
placed

Work performed

11. Completed brick lay-up with new pointing & rodent screen
prior to backfill

Work performed
12. Completed
backfill

Work performed
13. New window
sills & ledger
flashing

Recommendations
1. Although the general
condition of the Eaton house
foundation appears to be sound,
given its age and typical rubble
construction, it would be
prudent to conduct further
investigation.
2. A simple examination (similar
to what was done to identify the
current repairs) known as
“potholing”, should be
performed at the foundation’s
corners, in those areas where
later additions were “grafted”
onto the original structure and
where moving cracks are
apparent.

Recommendations
3. Various upper storey details
at the Eaton House are a good
example of how these “grafted”
conditions can allow water into
areas below. Often, these poor
transition details go unattended
until damage is noticed inside
the structure. A thorough
examination of all interior and
attic space should be conducted
to identify conditions that may
not be obvious.

Conclusion
The Eaton House is an
excellent candidate for
historic rehabilitation. An
Historic Structures
Assessment Grant such as
those funded by the
Colorado Historic Fund
could provide necessary
information on the existing
structural and other
conditions at the site that
could influence future use
of the building.

Farquhar Masonry

900 West Prospect Rd Fort Collins, CO 80526
PHONE # 970-493-3975
FAX # 970-493-3975

MORTAR ANALYSIS
To: Byron McGough, Wattle and Daub Construction
Project: Eaton House, Windsor CO.
Date: January 17, 2014
Location of samples: Sample #1, exterior brick wythe at the area of deflection under the west
window
Physical characteristics of mortar sample:
Sample #1- The mortar joint sample was taken from several brick that were
removed easily by hand. Because the house has been painted white, the color of
the exposed surface of the mortar joint is unknown. The sample was white in
color with a light buff aggregate, suggesting a lime dominant binder. Several well
binded pieces were taken as well as mortar dust. The binded pieces crushed
with such ease that it is probable that the binder is 100% lime.
Sample #1 was crushed, weighed, and subjected to a 12% solution of hydrochloric acid. Sample
#1 had high levels of effervescence for approximately 27 seconds, indicating a high percentage
of lime in the binder. No lime “blobs” were visible. After the acid wash, the overall color of the
aggregate in sample #1 (photo attached) was light buff with a dominant percentage of white
quartz , followed by reds, with some tans and browns. The rinsed sand is angular in shape with
dull, rounded edges, suggesting typical river basin sand, most likely from the nearby Poudre
river. The sand is lighter in color than the sands currently quarried in northern Colorado due to
the dominant percentage of white quartz.

Ratio of Aggregate to Binder by weight are as follows;
Sample #1-

start weight=39.14 g
end weight= 30.08 g
Aggregate=77% Binder=23%

The above noted proportions of aggregate to binder suggest a typical historical lime mortar mix
of approx. 3 parts aggregate to 1 part lime binder, by weight, or a type “L” mortar. For the
replacement mortar mix, it is generally recommended that some portland cement be added to
accelerate the initial set time of the mortar.
For a type “K” mortar
1. 3 parts aggregate
2. 1.5 parts Lime
3. .5 parts Portland cement
For a type “K” mortar, the binder weight is approx 50% the weight of a typical sand aggregate.
To achieve a binder percentage, by weight, of 25%, 2 times the volume (of binder) must be
entered into the mix, or 3 parts aggregate to 2 parts binder.
The chart below shows the aggregate grain distribution by percent retained, U.S. Standard
screen size.
Sample
#1, West
window

8 USS
1%

16 USS
9%

30 USS
39%

60 USS
47%

under 60
4%

Seaworth pit
Masonry
Sand
Seaworth pit
Concrete
sand

1%

19%

45%

30%

5%

5%

30%

27%

31%

7%

The Seaworth pit on the Poudre River sand samples are for comparison only, but show the
difference/similarities between modern sand aggregates and the aggregate from sample #1,
Eaton House.
The aggregate in Sample #1 is a well washed and well graded sand . A good mortar replication
can be achieved by using the sand currently quarried on the Poudre river in Fort Collins at the
Seaworth pit of Martin Marietta.

Recommended Replication Mix:
Most preservation specifications don’t recommend the use of type “L” mortar in
repointing/rebuilding work due to the inherent difficulties in achieving full carbonation without
freezing, flash setting, etc. The brick from which sample #1 was taken are “common” brick
typically used in northern Colorado at the turn of the 20th century and the most porous of the
brick varieties used at the time. To assure that the replication mortar is more porous than the
brick, a type “K” mortar should be used.
The following is typical type “K” preservation mix.
Type “K”- 3 parts masonry sand, 1.5 part hydrated lime, .5 part white Portland cement, and
Soloman Colors 10H coloring, if desired to achieve a better color match. This constitutes a type
“K” mortar (min. 200 psi), suitable for use with “common” brick.

This mortar analysis and recommendations should only be incorporated into the project design
upon review and recommendation of a licensed architect or engineer.
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WINDOW SCHEDULE
TAG
NO.

TYPE TAG

1A
1B
1C
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
S1
S2
S3
Grand total: 22

B
C
C
F
FF
G
D
D
J
J
J
J
A
K
D
D
D
D
J
I
I
I

WIDTH
3' - 0"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"
3' - 6"
3' - 4"
3' - 0"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
3' - 4"
3' - 4"
3' - 4"
3' - 4"
5' - 0"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
3' - 4"
2' - 6"
2' - 6"
2' - 6"

HEIGHT
5' - 0"
5' - 0"
5' - 0"
2' - 10"
3' - 2"
2' - 10"
5' - 0"
5' - 0"
4' - 2"
4' - 2"
4' - 2"
4' - 2"
4' - 4"
4' - 4"
5' - 0"
5' - 0"
5' - 0"
5' - 0"
4' - 2"
2' - 6"
2' - 6"
2' - 6"

UNIT DESCRIPTION

HEAD
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7' - 4"
7' - 4"
7' - 4"
6' - 8"
7' - 0"
6' - 11"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 0"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"
6' - 8"

Skylight
Skylight
Skylight

MATERIAL

door west so
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5' - 6"

1' - 0"

A-4.2
17' - 11"

2ND FLOOR SLOPED CEILING: R-28 FOAM ISOCYANURATE

I.4

2ND FLOOR FLAT CEILING: R-44 FOAM ISOCYANURATE

I.5

2ND FLOOR: R-19 SOUND BATTS

I.6

1ST FLOOR: R-30 BATTS

I.7

EXTERIOR FRAMED WALLS
• 5 1/2" FRAMING: R-20 BATT INSUL
• < 5 1/2" FRAMING: R-20 MIN POLYISOCYANURATE SPRAY-IN FOAM INSUL

I.8

ROOF
• <15" VERT HEEL SPACE R-38 POLYISOCYANURATE SPRAY-IN FOAM INSUL
• >15" VERT HEEL SPACE R-38 BATT INSUL

1

10' - 4"

PROPOSED FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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4
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6' - 8"
6' - 8"

TYPE
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PROJECT

AREA SUMMARY
CONDITIONED AREA
CONDITIONED AREA

T.O. SUBFLR 1
T.O. SUBFLR 2

(Exterior) NEW insulated wood door
(Exterior) NEW insulated wood door. Enlarge opening to make 36" wide
(Exterior) NEW insulated wood door w/ glass. Enlarge opening to make 36" wide
Enlarge opening to make 36" wide
Enlarge opening to make 36" wide
Enlarge opening to make 36" wide

Number
101
102
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103B
104
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107
201
201
202
203
204

Name
SCREEN PORCH
RECEPTION
SERVING KITCHEN
CLOS.
NORTH ADDITION
SOUTH ADDITION ENTRY
UNISEX H/C RESTROOM
UNISEX RESTROOM
HALL
STAIR
OFFICE
OFFICE
OFFICE

Ceiling
Finish

Wall Finish

Base Finish
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1111 SF
509 SF
1620 SF

ROOM FINISH SCHEDULE
NOTES

Screen door

N

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

DOOR SCHEDULE
TAG
NO.

RAMP DN

NEW CONC RAMP AND RAILINGS
HANDRAIL 36" HIGH
GUARDRAIL 42" HIGH
3

FURRING / INSUL
• DEMO (E) 2" FURRING AT MASONRY WALL
• INSTALL 2X4 FURRING WALL ON INTERIOR OF MASONRY WALL
• INSULATE W/ 3 1/2" FOAM ISOCYANURATE
• 1/2" TYPE-X GWB
• EXTEND WINDOW JAMB AS NECESSARY

I.3

NOTES
Part of assy 1
Part of assy 1
Part of assy 1

we dont have
FURRING / INSUL
• INSTALL 2X4 FURRING WALL ON INTERIOR OF MASONRY WALLthis wall?
• INSULATE W/ 3 1/2" FOAM ISOCYANURATE
• 1/2" TYPE-X GWB
• EXTEND WINDOW JAMB AS NECESSARY

MAX SLOPE 1:12

4' - 0"

6' - 0"

FURRING & INSUL KEYNOTES
DEAN: can we flip door 2
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FLOOR PLANS - NEW

A-2.2

The south portion of the site, between the building’s east elevation and the driveway, shall be raised
sufficiently to allow for a south entry ramp between the edge of the driveway and south addition entry door
per the site plan. Note the landing at the door at which the ramp will terminate.

MAIN STRUCTURE; FOUNDATION, EXTERIOR WALL MASONRY, EXTERIOR WALL WOOD

I

2" / 12"

Stone Foundation Wall: The west wall of the building indicates the effects of on-going settlement.
Repairs to the foundation wall and its underpinning are specified and after the underpinning portion of
the project is completed, the brick masonry wall from foundation to upper windows is to be addressed.

I

The underpinning shall be done in series of three sections of 6’-9” length, noted as Section A section B
and Section C. Each section is further divided into three units of 2’-3” in length. These units shall be of
a thickness of 12 inches with two #4 rebars top and bottom. The unit shall extend approximately three
inches in to the interior of the stone masonry wall to a line approximately three inches out from the
exterior face of the stone. The reinforcing bars shall be extended beyond the termination faces of the
unit to thereby connect with the next unit in line thereby overlapping some 12 inches. Section A.1 can
be executed at the same time as B.1, and C.1. Similar sequencing shall be followed for the other
section/units. (See FNDN UNDERPINNING details on SHEET A-5.2)

NEW SKYLIGHT (3) TYP
I

Note: a previous underpinning project was completed in the south sector of this west wall and the work
then completed has failed to fully support the wall above. This repair is of short distance and shall be
removed as part of this project.
Brick Masonry Walls
North wall; Windows extension:
After the underpinning, and the removal of the cabinetry of the interior face of the wall in the kitchen,
the two first story windows will be extended in height and detailing to match the height and detailing of
the upper story two windows of this elevation.

8" / 12"

West wall; Pointing/crack stitching:
Removal of incorrect repair mortar, loose mortar, and mortar at cracks and one foot beyond the edges
of cracks (each way). Removal shall be to a minimum of 1.25 inches. New pointing mortar shall be as
specified and in compliance with the results of the mortar testing as specified for pointing mix and
procedure. At the areas of the cracks two stainless steel all thread of 1/4 inch diameter shall be
embedded in each bed joint across the crack extending, in every third bed joint, and extending a
minimum of one foot beyond the crack. Three bed joints at minimum are so treated at each crack;
adjust spacing to achieve this minimum. Pointing over the all threads shall use the same match mortar
mix; bed the deeper of the two rods in mortar, place more mortar over it, then install pointing mortar to
the surface, thereby fully embedding both rods in the joint. The joint profile shall match the existing
original.

EX. CHIMNEY

CONFIRM
3 3/4" / SLOPE
12"
RIDGE

Helifix placement shall be completed, driven in a staggered pattern at 2 foot on center in the zone
between the header courses, which are at every eighth course.
Northwest Corner; brick turning:
The bricks of the corner exhibit damaged outer corners. Turn the bricks to expose the sound inner
corners so as to be the exposed outer corner.

8" / 12"

South and east walls; new windows to be installed:
As seen on the plans, a new window will be installed at the second story in each of the corner walls.
These windows will match the characteristics of the existing window except that the masonry of the
window head will be supported by a steel lintel of (2) 3" x 3" x 3/16" steel angles back to back instead of
a jack arch.
Brick Masonry, coating:
The brick currently exhibits a coating of weathered paint. At this time all of the paint will not be
removed, rather the loose paint will be removed. Rather, loose paint will be removed by means and
methods chosen to cause little or no damage to the brick. These methods and products shall be tested
first, a test program being created by the contractor and the Architectural Conservator. After the testing
program, the preferred method of deteriorated paint removal will be selected. Subsequently, old loose
paint shall be removed, the paint type and manufacturer selected, and the building repainted.

EAST ADDITION, PORCH / ENTRY
Walls:
The walls will be amended from existing: remove upper portion and restore screens, disassemble lower
portion, assess conditions of pieces and configuration, rehabilitate lower portion to match original with new
parts as required. This is an allowance set aside item. The south end will not be open, it will match the
existing north end in extent and the components will match the uncovered items.
The entry to the porch shall be centered on the entry door of the main building. Related access on the site to
be concrete walk and stairs with handrail.
Deck (AKA porch floor)
Install linoleum flooring
Ceiling
Repair to receive paint coatings.

any other floor prep notes?
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Brick wall
Treat the same as if it was a fully exposed exterior wall (see above at Exterior Brick Masonry Wall)
Outer Porch Wall finish
Paint interior and exterior surfaces to match original, per the paint analysis results in the report.
Doors
South door on to porch, and entry door into living room from porch are the two existing doors. Both will be
removed, stored off-site as directed by the Owner. The new two doors shall be from the porch entry into the
area of screened in porch, via a new screen door of design to match the Period and supplied by the Owner.
The entry door to the main building shall match the Period and be a solid wood entry door. See the door
schedule.
Electrical Systems and Lighting
See the lighting schedule and electrical plan for locations light fixtures and weather outlets that are water
resistant, dust proof, GFCI, stainless steel, and lockable.

SOUTH ADDITION
Revised basement entry:
Install a new basement access door in the floor, of aluminum, pre-finished and either counter
balanced or with opening force reduced by spring assist. New finishes per the finish schedule.
Entry door revisions per size and hardware as shown in the plans.
East Room: Install new bathroom, per the plan, and new fixtures and finishes.
West Room: Install new Accessible bathroom, per the plan, and new fixtures and finishes.

INTERIOR

confirm w/ kitchen elev

CD SET

First story kitchen: remove existing countertops and cabinets. Remove and set aside for potential re-use
the two compartment stainless steel sink. Remove resilient sheet floor, assess condition .
Provide new cabinets and countertops per the design drawings. Provide new equipment: stove top,
microwave/convection oven, refrigerator/freezer, garbage disposal and 18 inch wide dishwasher.
First story reception and office: New entry door, see porch above. The existing north wall will be removed
and a new wall built at a location further to the north allowing a revision of the staircase to bring it into code
compliance: riser heights, step depth, uniformity of riser height, width, and railings. As a part of this project
the stairs will extend into the room a short distance. A safety rail will be placed to cross the window given
the reduced distance between stair treads and glass. The rail may be part of the railing system.
Install new finishes per the finish schedule.
Install electrical system per the electrical plans and lighting and lighting per the fixture schedule.
New Staircase and upstairs hall: Modifications per the plan. The upstairs hall will be widened by moving the
west wall back to the west 5.5 inches. New stairs will be well lit, and the tread surfaces shall have non-slip
rubber tread covers or equivalent.

WOOD
Wood; Shingles at Gable Ends:
Vertical 1x6s close in the area between the top of brick wall and underside of roof deck; the top section of
the gables. In the darkened attic space, light can be seen passing through the walls. Some wood shingles
require replacement, the assumed quantity is 20%. However, given the the twin needs to keep out wind
driven water and remove access pathways to animals (bats/birds/insects) remove and conserve shingles,
cover the planks with sheet metal, cover the sheet metal with WR Grace Ice and Water Shield, reinstall
historic shingles intermixing with the required new replacement shingles, and repaint in the historic colors
per the paint report and specifications.

7 1/2" / 12"
7 1/2" / 12"

Second floor overall: Rehabilitate per the finish schedule, lighting and electrical per the plans to fulfill its reuse as offices.
Heating and Cooling Systems: Per the plans.

Wood, Eaves assembly: Due to the height above the ground, the condition of each elements in the eave
assembly has not been assessed. upon the assessment by the contractor the Architectural Conservator
will determine repair scope and replacement scope. The unit price schedule for the in-kind replacement
will be used.

NORTH ADDITION
The north addition will be comprehensively reconstructed: roof framing additions, skylights added,
windows rehabilitated/newly reinstalled, (5) new windows, new door, foundation strengthening/repair,
exterior wall strengthening and repair, rehabilitated siding/trim, new interior finishes, new lighting and
electrical.

1

ROOF PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

N
PROJECT

Roof Framing
The existing rafters run from the north wall top plate to the brick wall (north) of the house where the rafter
ends sit on the top edge of a plank fastened into the masonry wall by bolts. Some of the rafters are split
and some have been notched. The split rater is likely indicative of overloading for the existing rafter size.
All of these rafters will be sistered with a 2x8” dimension lumber to length, screwed with 2.5 inch GRK
screws in a staggered pattern at 18 inch centers and glued with Titebond III. The ceiling and associated
ceiling joists are to be removed. The new ceiling will be drywall over the rafters with R-38
polyisocyanurate spray-in foam insulation.

130 North 5th Street, Windsor, Colorado 80550

Grading: Upon completion of the work the gradient at each elevation shall be amended to provide a
minimum 5% slope away from the building for ten feet out to allow for drainage. Where the ten feet is not
available, drainage shall be provided by a grass lined surface swale.
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EATON DETAILED WORK DESCRIPTION

Additional framing will be required in association with the installation of the three new
Velux skylights as seen on the plans. The size selected will be of a standard dimension. The required
framing connectors are specified on the structural drawings.
Wall Framing
An exposure window was cut in the east wall to gain some understanding of the framing and its condition,
respectively 2x4s, lapped siding, variable condition (rotted to sound). This wall will need to be opened up
to both insulate and install fenestration: west side door, west side/east side windows, and (3) windows at
equal spacing in the north wall. Deteriorated existing framing will need to be replaced. Any deteriorated
sheathing/siding will likewise need to have the deteriorated portions replaced in-kind.

Revision Schedule
Number

Date

Exterior Wall Coverings of Wood
The exterior walls (east/west) are covered by wood lap siding and on the north elevation, wood sheet
goods. The two issues are authenticity and condition. The lapped siding appears to be either from the
period of the addition’s construction (unknown) or was recycled material. Its condition is poor and the paint
is lead-based. The wood sheet goods are not from the period of original construction but these panels are
in good condition.
Wood trim
Deteriorated trim is to be replaced: corner boards, fascia, casing, and similar.
Foundation
On the basis of an excavation beside the foundation preliminarily the addition may be founded on a
concrete slab on grade. Foundation wall repairs is given as an allowance item.
North Addition Interior finishes
Existing finishes shall be removed for the walls and ceiling. The south wall of the space will be exposed
brick, cleaned of dirt and tar. The three other walls shall be painted drywall, and likewise the ceiling shall
be painted drywall.
The hardwood floor shall be refinished: sanded, filled, sanded, and two coats of UV resistant clear.
Electrical Systems and Lighting
All new wiring per the plan. Also comprehensive new lighting color corrected to allow for art classes and
best representation of true colors, and display on the south brick wall.
Heating/cooling
Mini split system as provided in the entire building.
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T.O. SUBFLR 2
108' - 10"

T.O. SUBFLR 1
100' - 0"
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STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS
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EXISTING TRIM BOARD

T.O. SUBFLR 2
108' - 10"
EXISTING FLASHING
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T.O. SUBFLR 1
100' - 0"

MATCH LAP SIDING AT EAST ELEV OF NORTH
ADDITION: DUTCH LAP SIDING, APPX 5" EXPOSURE
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FURRING / INSUL
• INSTALL 2X4 FURRING WALL ON INTERIOR OF MASONRY WALL
• INSULATE W/ 3 1/2" FOAM ISOCYANURATE
• 1/2" TYPE-X GWB
• EXTEND WINDOW JAMB AS NECESSARY

I.2

FURRING / INSUL
• DEMO (E) 2" FURRING AT MASONRY WALL
• INSTALL 2X4 FURRING WALL ON INTERIOR OF MASONRY WALL
• INSULATE W/ 3 1/2" FOAM ISOCYANURATE
• 1/2" TYPE-X GWB
• EXTEND WINDOW JAMB AS NECESSARY

I.3

2ND FLOOR SLOPED CEILING: R-28 FOAM ISOCYANURATE

I.4

2ND FLOOR FLAT CEILING: R-44 FOAM ISOCYANURATE

I.5

2ND FLOOR: R-19 SOUND BATTS

I.6

1ST FLOOR: R-30 BATTS

I.7

EXTERIOR FRAMED WALLS
• 5 1/2" FRAMING: R-20 BATT INSUL
• < 5 1/2" FRAMING: R-20 MIN POLYISOCYANURATE SPRAY-IN FOAM INSUL

I.8

ROOF
• <15" VERT HEEL SPACE R-38 POLYISOCYANURATE SPRAY-IN FOAM INSUL
• >15" VERT HEEL SPACE R-38 BATT INSUL
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ELECTRICAL PLANS

1. PROVIDE OCCUPANCY SENSORS AT ALL LIGHT SWITCHES
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Eaton House
1 3 0 N . 5 th S t r ee t
Certificate of Alteration

Kimberly Lambrecht, Senior Planner II
Historic Preservation Commission April 13, 2022

Ce rt if ica te of A lt e rat io n
Municipal Code Section 15-6-90(a) requires that a Certificate of Alteration be
approved prior to any alterations to designated landmark site:
No person shall carry out or permit to be carried out on a designated
landmark site or in a designated historic district any new construction,
alteration, removal or demolition of a building or other designated feature
without first obtaining a landmark alteration certificate for the proposed
work under this Section, as well as any other permits required by this Code
or other ordinances of the Town.

S it e Vi cin ity M ap
Site Location

6th St

Main St

5th St

Birch Street

E x ist in g El eva t io ns

Eaton House – 2016 | Designated as a local historic landmark in 2015

E x ist in g El eva t io ns
West
Elevation

North
Elevation

East
Elevation

South
Elevation

E x ist in g El eva t io ns

P ro po sed E le va ti on s

P ro po s ed Fl oo r P l an

Re vie w C rit er ia
Section 15-16-130 of the Municipal Code includes review criteria for issuing a
Certificate of Alteration. It states that an alteration certificate shall only be issues if:
…the Commission determines that the proposed work would not detrimentally
alter, destroy or adversely affect any architectural or landscape feature which
contributes to the original historical designation. The Commission must find that a
proposed development is visually compatible with designated historic structures
located on the property in terms of design, finish, material, scale, mass and height.
Compatible is defined as follows:
Consistent with, harmonious with and/or enhances the mixture of complementary
architectural styles, either of the architecture of an individual structure or the
character of the surrounding structures.

Re vie w C rit er ia
The following criteria are provided to determine compatibility:
(1) The effect upon the general historical and architectural character of the structure and
property.
(2) The architectural style, arrangement, texture and material used on the existing and
proposed structures and their relation and compatibility with other structures.
(3) The size of the structure, its setbacks, its site, location and the appropriateness thereof,
when compared to existing structures and the site.
(4) The compatibility of accessory structures and fences with the main structure on the site,
and with other structures.
(5) The effects of the proposed work in creating, changing, destroying or otherwise impacting
the exterior architectural features of the structure upon which such work is done.
(6) The condition of existing improvements and whether they are a hazard to public health
and safety.
(7) The effects of the proposed work upon the protection, enhancement, perpetuation and
use of the property.

Re vie w C rit er ia
(8) Compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation as listed
below:
a. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and
environment.
b. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property
shall be avoided.
c. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be
undertaken.

Re co mme nd at io n
Staff recommends that the Historic Preservation Commission approve
the application for a Certificate of Alteration for the Eaton House, with
the following findings of fact:
1. The proposed work will not detrimentally alter, destroy or adversely
affect any architectural or landscape feature which contributes to the
original historical designation
2. The proposed development is visually compatible with the designate
historic structure locations on the property in terms of design, finish,
material, scale, mass and height.

Item D(1)(a)

Celebrate Historic Preservation Month
Open House
Friday, May 13: 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 14: 10 a.m. to noon
The Windsor we know and love today came from humble beginnings. In the 1870s,
Windsor was marked by a single building serving as a midway stopping point for
travelers going between Greeley and Fort Collins. While a lot has changed, Windsor’s
Historic Preservation Commission is committed to honoring and preserving Windsor’s
unique past. Stop by the Art and Heritage Center, 116 5th St., to celebrate Historic
Preservation Month on Friday, May 13 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. and Saturday, May 14 from
10 a.m. to noon. Enjoy a fun history activity and light refreshments while you learn
about Windsor’s historic buildings!

•
•
•
•

Presentation and Q&A with former Windsor Mayor Ed Starck
Updates about the Historic Halfway House and Eaton House
Scavenger Hunt
Trivia

The Friday evening open house is sponsored by Peculiar Ales and will
offer a complementary beverage to adults 21+.

Learn more at windsorgov.com/HistoricPreservation.

Item D(1)(a)

Historic Preservation Month
Open House
Art & Heritage Center, 116 5th St.
Friday, May 13: 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 14: 10 a.m. to noon
• Presentation and Q&A with former Windsor
Mayor Ed Starck
• Updates about the Historic Halfway House
and Eaton House
• Scavenger Hunt
• Trivia
windsorgov.com/HistoricPreservation

Item D(1)(b)

Windsor History Trivia Questions for May 13-14 HPC Event
1. Windsor’s oldest building was built in 1873 by John Hilton along the Overland Trail
wagon road halfway between what early colony and forts in Northern Colorado?
___________ ________ Bonus question: It operated as an inn, saloon, and post office,
and the area was known as Hiltonville. What was the name given to this building?
________ _______ (Halfway House)
2. The town of Windsor was platted in 1882, the same year the Windsor Railroad Depot
was built. What year was the Windsor incorporated? _____ Hint, it was nine years after
John Hilton’s inn was built. (1890)
3. The Railroad Depot was moved to its present location in 1976. What United States and
Colorado events were being celebrated that year? __________ (US bicentennial) (C0
centennial)

4. In 1903 a factory for producing sugar from sugar beets was built in Windsor. What
Windsor Park sits where the sugar beets were dumped before being processed at the
Great Western Sugar Beet Factory? _____________ (Chimney Park)
5. Sugar beet cultivation required large numbers of "stoop laborers" which brought what
ethnic group to Windsor in the early 1900’s to work in the fields and factory processing
the sugar beets? ___________ (German immigrants from Russia.)

6. Plentiful water and land drew Kodak to Windsor in the late 1960’s where it opened a
manufacturing plant on the heels of the sugar factory's closing. What Dutch based
company and locally owned resort now sit on old Great Western Sugar Company land?
Can you name? _______ ______________(Vestas, Water Valley…)
7. You are standing in what was Windsor’s first town hall of which Charles Yancy oversaw
the construction. He also owned a block of buildings on Main Street between 5th and 6th
Street. What is the date on the façade? _______ Bonus, name a business located in the
“Yancy Block?” ____________________
8. After listening to former Mayor Ed Starck talk on “Buildings we have lost” what details did
you learn about the movie theater on the north side of Main Street? ________________
9.

The most likely explanation for Windsor’s name has to do with an early town founder
who was from Windsor, New York. Can you name this early settler whom County Rd 19,
east of Windsor Lake has been given his name? _________ (Edward Hollister)

10. Windsor had the first paved Main Street in Weld County. To commemorate the paving a
Main Street a parade was held on Labor Day. What is the name of this festival and for
how many years have we held this festival? ___________ 100th Labor Day Harvest
Festival this year.

Item D(1)(b)

Historic Town Hall aka Art & Heritage Center
Scavenger Hunt Questions
1.

What year was this building constructed? ____________

2.

How many vertical bars are on the window on north side of jail. Hint: Look above
the refrigerator. ______________

3.

Where is the footprint in the floor located? _____________

4.

What is the patent (PAT.) date on the coal shoot? _______________

5.

Look up at the original tin ceiling tiles. How many circles are in the center
diamond? _______________

6.

Where does the ‘trap door’ lead? ________________

7.

How much did it cost to fill one tank of water using the town water crane? Hint:
Look for the black pipe. _________________

8.

Go outside to the front of the building. How many windows are on the second
floor? _______________

Answers on Back

Resources to have available at Open House May 13-14
Watch YouTube video for more history of Windsor’s Struggle for Identity and Early History

Item D(1)(b)

Windsor's Historic Downtown, Part 1 of 4 - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com › watch
The Struggle for Identity: Windsor's Historic Downtown, Part 1 of 4 The Town of Windsor.

Walking Windsor Main Mile
https://www.recreationliveshere.com/DocumentCenter/View/238/Windsor-Main-Mile-BrochurePDF

Item D(1)(b)

Trivia Question Answers:
1. Greeley and La Porte Fort Collin. Bonus question: Halfway House
2. 1890
3. US Bicentennial, C0 Centennial
4. Chimney Park
5. German immigrants from Russia
6. Vestas, Water Valley?
7. 1905, Windsor Eye Care and Vision Center
8. Movie theater built in 1943, torn down in 1975, presently has a gazebo/park
9. Edward Hollister
10. 100th Harvest Festival this Labor Day
Answers To Old Town Hall Scavenger Hunt:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1909
9
In concrete where the fire trucks parked
Sept 24, 07
9
Basement
$ 0.75
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